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ABSTRACT J 

Although the impact of high partial pressures of CO, on diving performance and safety has been 

recognized for some time, few studies have obtained quantitative data concerning the interactions of CO, 

and ampressed air narcosis. 'This study, examines the N, and CO, components of compressed air narcosis . 

by comparing the effkcts of a range of end-tidal PCO, tensions in air at 1 and 6 ATA. At each pressye. 

twelve healthy male volunteers completed a number of cognitive and psychomotor tests under 

normtkapnic and hypercapnic conditions. Carbon dioxide levels were regulated by a rebreathing circuit so 

that P f l ,  tensions fell within the ranges 30-35 mmHg, 45-50 mmHg and 55-60 mmHg. Cognitive and 

psychomotor performances were examined on a variety of tasks including: the Stroap test, an arithmetic 

test a paired association memory test (immediate and delayed recall), number comparison, a copying test 

and the Purdue pegboard test Performance on all tasks demonstrated significant ( ~ 4 . 0 5 )  decrements at 6 

ATA. Cognitive and psychomotor performance further deteriorated at depth when P f l ,  tensions rose 

above 47 mmHg (pd.05). however, no global threshold for the onset of CO, narcosis was indicated by the 

test performance scores. High PCO, tensions (P@, >47 mmHg) also significantly impaired (p4.05) 
2. 

cognitive and psychomotor performance at surface pressure. No statistically significant aitrogen-cubon 

dioxide interaction was found on the performance tests (pN.05). The pattern of intratest results, were 

however, quite different for N, and CO,. At high P f 1 0 2  tensions, performance deficits were due to a 

retardation of performance rathef than a disruption of the accuracy of processing. Nitrogen narcosis, 

conversely. produced significant impairment through both decreases in accuracy and slowed processing. 

There was also evidence suggesting that neural structures, which support memory and decision-making, 

show greater functional impairment under compressed air narcosis than those supporting v i s d  perception 

and fine manual dexterity. It was concluded that within the pETC0, ranges studied: (1) P O 2  pressures 

are additive in their effects on impaired cognitive and psychomotor performance at depth; (2) the 

underlying physiological mechanism of C0,  narcosis is different from that for N2 narcosis; (3) the degree 

of performance impairment induced by elevated PC0, tensions is dependent on the e&tidal C0, partial 

pressure and the sensitivity of the particular task, or cognitive factor, to hypercapnic stress. The N, 

perfonnance data were explained according. to the slowed processing model of narcosis and this model was 

further developed, through the concept of arousal, to account for the performance decrements under CO, 

narcosis, 
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The importance of understanding man's working limitations in foreign environments has gathered 

momentum with technological progress over recent years. Frequent space flights by the Soviet Union and 

the United States have provided valuable physiological data on the effects of prolonged exposure to "outer 

space" (Yegorov, 1979; Johnson & Dietlein, 1977). Although dangers facing the astronaut are widely 

recognized due to the high profile and publicity of space missions, little credit has been given to th'e 

original research that enabled man to endure this harsh environment Prior to manned space flight most of 

the data on human exposure to alien environments was derived From hyperbaric research where the 

hazards to which the diver is exposed are very similar to those encountered by the astronaut in space. 

As yet. however, there are serious limitations which prevent man working beyond 7 ATA breathing 
I 

compressed air, and 69 ATA breathing a gas mixture of He, N2 and 0 2 .  The primary objective of the 

presenl thesis was therefore to investigate one of the limitations of divers under the former condition, 

namely the effect of hypercapnia on cognitive and psychomotor performance. 

When humans are exposed to greatly increased air pressures, as are found in the working 

environment of tunnel workers and dvers. symptoms of euphoria, intoxication and narcosis are commonly 
4 

exhib~ted. The confusion, euphd* and neuromuscular incoordination induced by compressed air narcosis 
,! 

can significantly reduce performanc& and lead to major concerns for these workers' safety. 
4 

Unfortunately the causes and mechanisms of compressed air narcosis are unclear. Past theories have 

suggested factors such as increased parrial-p;e'ssttres of 0, and N,, C02 retention, pressure per se and the 

mvolvement of anxiety and claustrophobia (Bennett, 1966). Today, the majority of investigators view 

mcreased nitrogen pressure as the principal cause of the narcosis, and agree that increased 0, pressure, 

CO: retention and other factors contribute to the narcosis either directly or indirectly by interacting with or 

modifying the N, effect (Hesser et al. 1978; Fowler et al. 1985). 

The relative importance of high partial pressures of CO, on diving performance and safety has been 

recopnired for some time. In 1939. Behnke and Willmon observed mental disturbances in divers w & n g  

ar 8.3 ATA (240 fsw) in the salvage of U.S.S. Squuius . These authors reported that the symptoms were of 

unusually high intensity and concluded that at this depth. the aacumulation of CO, in the divers' helmets * 

may have augmented the narcotic action of nitrogen. 9 



More recently. evidence of CO, accumulation has been obtained by an underwater gas sampler in 

divers using open-circuit breathing systems (Dwyer. 1977; MacDonald & Pilmanis, 1982) and end-tidal 

values of CO, pama.f"pressure ( W O , )  above 70 Torr have been found in experimental dives (Lanphier 

1956,1963; Momson et al. 1981). Unfortunately. it is only recently that a number of experiments have 

been conducted in an attempt to evaluate quantitativelj, the role of CO, in compressed air narcosis. 



1. To de&ne quantitatively the effects of various levels of hyperapnia on wgnitive and 

psychomotor performance in the hyperbaric environment 

2. To formulate a relationship between C02 and N, narcosis according to cognitive and psychornotor 

changes under varying levels of PICO, and PIN,. 

3. To expand the current knowledge and data on human behavioural responses to hypercapnia at 

~ncreased ambient pressure with reference to points 1 and 2. 



1.2 ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 

Attempted score: The number of problems or test units attempted on a performance test 

Correct score: The number of problems or test units correctly completed on a performance test 

Earor score: The number of incorrect answers to problems or test units exhibited on a performance 

test 

Immediate recall (IR): The capacity to remember a series of word/number association pairs in the 

minute following presentation of the word/nurnber list 

Delayed recall (DR): The capacity to remember a series of wordlnumber association pain. 13 

minutes following the initial presentation of the word/nurnber list 

Additivity: Used with reference to a factor that produces a combined effect with narcosis equal to 

the separate effects of narcosis and the factor. 

Synergy: Used with reference to a factor that produces a combined effect with narcosis 

proportionately greater than the separate effects of narcosis and the factor. 

Potentiation: Used with reference to a factor that is postulated to cause further impairments of' 

narcosis through a common mechanism. 

Symbols and abbreviations for pulmonary variables used within this thesis were based on @t. 

recommendations of Pappenheimer (1950) and Cornroe et d. (1962). 



2.0.1 ~ssessment'of the h ! ~ c d i c  Eficts of High Pressure Gases 
-.- 

As the objective of this thesis was to quantify the effects of hypercapnia on cognitive and 

psychomotor performance, a review of the approaches to performance assessment in hyperbaric research is 

given below. This review does not attempt to reiterate the procedures and findings of individual studies, 

for which recent comprehend%s can be found elsewhere (see Bennett 1982; Shilling, 1983: 

Bienner. 1985; Fowler et d. 1985). b e w  - does, however, reflect on a number of approaches and 

problems associated with assessment and comparison of narcotic effects in the hyperbaric literature. -. 

Many different tests have been developed and used to assess the narcotic action of high pressure N, 

on various aspects of human performance. Depending on the approach to the analysis of narq is ,  

performance decrements have been mtagorized by their effects on different processes of behaviour. The . ~- 

different approaches have been outlined by Fowler et d. (1985) and include a descriptive model, the 

hierarchid organization hypothesis, the operant paradigm and the slowed processing model. The operant 

paradigm approach has been used solely as a technique for studying narcosis in animals. Although this 

technique may be useful in hyperbaric research where safety aspects exclude the use of human subjects, no 

further comment on this technique will be made. 

The most common approach to the assessment of narcotic effects has been the descriptive model. 

The early dominance of this approach may be attributed to research conducted by physiologists or medical 

personnel who viewed narcosis primarily as a set of clinical signs and symptoms. This is illustrated by the 

classic description of narcosis which was characterised by a "euphoria, retardment of the higher mental 

processes and impaired neuromuscular coordinationn (Behnke et al. 1935). Using this approach. Shilling 

et al. (1977) exemplifies a m d e m  version of the descriptive model in terms of narcosis's differential effect 

on three categories of behaviour referred to as cognitive, reaction time, and dexterity, respectively. 

Performance tests used to explore cognitive function have included mental arithmetic (Moeller et al. 1981; 

Moeller and Chattin. 1975; Fothergill and Hedges, 1987; Schmidt et d. 1974; Bennett et d. 1969; Hesser 

et d. 1978), conceptual reasoning or spacial logic (Kiessling and Maag, 1962), sente#ce comprehension 

(Vaernes aad Darragh. 1982). continuous freeword association (Adolfson and Muren, 1965), as well as. 

many different tesB of short term memory (Moeller et d. 1981; Biersner et ul. 1977; Fowler and Ackles, 

1975). 



The reaction time category has been defined in terms of one and two choice reaction time 

(Frankenhaeuser et uf. 1963; S h i l h g  and Willgruk, 1937; Kiessling and Maag, 1962; Moeller et al. 1981, 

Whiaker A d  Findley. 1977). card sorting (Bennett et d. 1967) and digit cancellation (Fothergill and 

Hedges. 1987). 

Dexterity, or neuromuscular coordination. as defined in the early classic description of narcosis, has 

been determined From performance on the Purdue pegboard (Fothergill and Hedges, 1987; Kiessling and 

Maag, 1962), the Bennett hand tml dexterity test (Moeller et al. 1981; Schmiu et al. 1974). the screwplate 

test (Hesser et uf. 1978). minor drawing (Frankenhaeuser et uf. 1\963), two-dimensional tracking 

(Whitacker and Findley, 1977; Moeller et al. 1981; Moeller and Chattin, 1975; Schmidt et d. 1974) and 

the stabiiimeter (Adolfson et uf. 1972). 

One of the main problems when comparing performance data across the experiments cited above 

was the variety of conditions and protocols under which the assessment of narcosis was made. For 

example, several contrasting tests may be used to assess the same behavioural activity and even if the 

narcotic effects are assessed on the same test these effects may be expressed differently. Subjects. 

although in most studies males, also varied widely in age, education, intelligence, motivation and diving 

experience. Additionally, a wide range of practice was required of subjects on tests. dhile the majority of 

baseline measures were collected at 1.0 ATA before hyperbaric exposure, a number of studies collected 

baseline data at low hyperbaric pressure. Even if conducted at 1.0 ATA, some baseline testing was done 

inside the chamber, while in other experiments baseline data was collected outside the chamber. The 

interval between baseline and hyperbaric testing also varied widely among experiments. 

Poor experimental design was found to be a common fault in hyperbaric performance research 

whch often led to contaminated data. Many experiments failed to counterbalance baseline and test 

conditions or to randomize exposure among subjects when multiple hyperbaric exposures were used. 

These desigrr problems and procedural differences resulted in a wide range of reported performance 

decrements between categories in the descriptive model, as well as, between the contrasting intracakgory 

performance tests. For this reason Fowler et uf. (1985) regarded the descriptive model as an unsatisfsctory 

pomayal of narcosis. They did, however, pbint out that the majority of data indicated cognitive tests werc 

more sensitive than dexterity tests. 

A second approach to the analysis of narcosis has been based on the hypothesis that sensitivity of .. 

physiological systems to anaesthetics (or hyperbaric air) depends on their phylogenic age (Himwich. 1951). 



This hierarchial organization hypothesis. has been used by a number of researchers to explain an 
. . assorunent of performance decrements with a wide spectrum of anaesthetics including nitrous oxide and 

hyperbaric air (Steinberg, 1954; Kiessling and Maag, 1962; Biersner et al. 1978; Hesser et al, 1978; Adam, 

1973). The hypothesis is based on the amcepts that the newer "higher centersR=of the central nervous , 

system (CNS) responsible for complex mental functions are more readily affected by narcosis than the 

"lower centers". Thus the hypothesis implies that the greater the complexity of a performance test, the 

mo;e it will be affected by narcosis. 

Fowler et uf. /1985) point out, however, that due to an inadequate objective method for defining 

complexity, interpretation of the degree of complexity of performance tests can only be made on common 

sense a priori grounds. Using the hierarchial organization hypothesis they allege it is possible to 

differentiate between tests involving predominantly higher cognitive processes and those tests that involve 

.. relatively little conscious processing, or reasoning ability. such as dexterity tests. Unfortunately, the 

reliability of further propositions based on this hypothesis deteriorates beyond this point (Fowler et al. 

1985). 

Recently thd slowcd processmg model, (a predominantly behavioralist approach to nitrogen 

narcosis), has been extensively used by Fowler and co-workers (Fowler, 1972; Fowler and Granger, 1981; - 
Hamilton et al. 1984; Fowler et al. 1983). The slowed processing model, with its foundations in cognitive 

psychology. is based on the notion that narcosis acts by slowu)g the different stages of information 

prcxessing. The narcosis performance deficits, reflected by alterations in the speed and accuracy of 

responding, are thought to be caused by disruption of structural, functional or strategic variables, (either 

alone or in combination) (Fowler et al. 1985) (See Figure 2.1 and explanation in Section 2.0.2). 

In order to distinguish the in&vidual cdnmbutions of these variables, to the overall performance 
4 

decrement, several techniques described in detail by Fowler et al. (1985). have been employed. These 

included the additive factor method (AFM) for isolating the effects of narcosis on the speed of processing 

of various stages and signal dktection theory for distinguishing between the effects of narmsis on structural 

and su-ategic variables. The latter technique has-been used on performance tests where accwacy is of 

primary dokern, and fast responses are not required. Using AFM logic, the majority of studies on reaction 

time have indicated that slowing, due to n a r d s ,  is a functional deficit brought about by a decrease in the 

effiaency of the system as a whole (Fowler et al. 1983; Fowler and Granger, 1981; Hamilton et al. 1984). 

This has led to the view that decreased levels of arousal or -activation in the CNS produced by n a r k s  



may be responsible for the performance deficiency on cognitive performance tasks 

Conversley, decreases in the accuracy of processing in reaction time and movement time 

experiments, have been attributed to changes in the speed-accuracy tradeoff setting (a strategic change) ' 

rather than a structural change (Fowler et af. 1985). One of tke proposed reasons for the decrease in 

accuracy is that subjects prefer to divide the impact,of narcosis between speed and accuracy so that the loss 

in speed is not as conspicuous. A second reason is that the euphoria experienced under narcosis may 

provide a disinclination in the subject to maintain a given speed accuracy setting (Fowler et d. 1982). , 

2.0.2 Human Memory Processing and Narcmis 

Memory deficits caused by narcosis have been known for some time. Early investigators reported 

that hyperbaric air, in excess of 4 ATA, produced acute cases of amnesia as well as learning deficits 

(Shilling and Willgrube. 1937; Behnke et al. 1935; Damant 1930). With the aid of classic theories of 

memory information processing, the effects of narcosis on long term and short term memory have been 

extensively investigated (See Fowler et al. 1985 for a review); An example of a classic, simplistic, modcl of 

the human processing system is shown_ in Figure 2.1. 

Ln the first stagk of information processing, the stimulus enters the system via one or more of the 

senses and is held briefly in original sensory form in the respective sensory register. For cxample, acoustic 

stimuli will be processed in the register for hearing. termed "the echo", while visual stimuli will be 

processed in the register for vision, called "the icon" (Neisser, 1967). 

While information is in a sensory register a number of important processes occur. One of these is 

pattern recognition, a complex process that results in contact between the information in a sensory register 

and previously acquired knowledge that is stored in long term memory (LTM). Generally, pattern 

recogntion may be thought of as assigning meaning to a stimulus (Klatzky, 1975). At this stagc, in 

information processing, selective attention assures that important information is focussed on and not lost 

due to the system's ! l ~ t e d  capacity. Once an input to the system has been recognized and attended to, it  

can be passed on to the next stage of the system, namely short term memory (STM). 

Manipulation and temporary storage of information in STM is only partly understood (Baddelcy, 

l%3; Hitch. 1980) however, rehearsal has been shown to play an essential part in maintaining inforrnation 

in STM. It has been suggested, for example. that a verbally coded item will last less then a half-minute in 

STM if it is not rehearsed, and that about a half dozen such items can be held in STM at one time 



(Klatzky, 1975). A second function of rehearsal relates to the transfer of information to LTM. It was 

proposed by Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968). that the more an item is rehearsed in STM and the longer it 

stays in STM, the more likely it  is to be remembered later. Ccmsequently, rehearsal processas can provide 

an opportunity for strengthening the representation of information in LTM, so that later it is more 

(Klatzky, 1975). c 

tions of the model shown in Figure 2.1, s imih  models to this have provided the 

performance decrements on different elements of the information processing 

system Much of the work on memory has been performed using NIO as the narcotic agent. Experiments J 

on the effects of nitrous oxide on STM have produced equivocal results, with Steinberg (19541, Biersner 

(1972), Fowler (1973) and Adam'(1979) showing negligible effects, while -eld et al. (1975). Berry 

(1965,1968) and Cook et al. (1978) demonstrated a significant decrement More recent evidence has 

pointed to perceptual deficits, unrelated to the narcotic properties of N,O, as a possible reason for the. 

observed STM deficit, at 1east.upon dichotic listening tasks (Fowler et al. 1980). Furthermore, Fowler 

et al. (1980) suggested that the decrement found in some N,O STM studies may have been due to 

confusing the measurement of STM with that of LTM. One reason for this confusion may be the result of 

STM memory tasks defined on .the basis of elapsed time between presentation of the stimulus and recall 

(Fowler et uf. 1980). An alternativeapproach to the problem of distinguishing between STM and LTM is 
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Figure 2.1 A simplistic model of the human idomtion processing system. (Adaptm from 
lilatzky, 1975 and Fowler et al. 1985). 
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to catagorize STM and LTM accorchg to the initial and final kpmes on a serial position curve. Thest 

curves when plotted typically show an initial negative slope (the primacy effect), a flat central portim. and 

a final positive slope for the last few iteins on the serial list (the recency effect). 

According to the duplex theory of human memory. the primacy effect is a result of recall h m  

L W ,  while the recency effect demonstrates recall from STM (Klatzky. 1975). Analyzing narcotic memory 

deficits on S1M and LTM in this manner. Fowler et al. (1980) concluded that both N,O and hyperbaric 

air impairs LTM but not STM. Furthermore, using cued recall. the LTM deficit was found to be caused by 

impaired learning rather than a disruption of memory organization. Similar conclusions by Steinberg and 

Summerfield (1957). Fowler (1973) and Fowler and Ackles (1975). have suggested the view that input to, 

rather than retrieval from. LTM is the source of the narcotic deficit, 

2.0.3 The Rde of carbon Dioxide as a Causative Factor in Compressed Air Narcosis 

One school of thought initiated by the work of Bean (1947, 1950) suggested that CO, should be 

considered as an alternative or at least a contributory cause of compressed air intoxication. Bean suggested 

that hyperbaria increases the gas density and viscosity to a point when respiratory flow is inhibited, leading 
-,. 

to retention of CO, and a deficiency of 02. Carbon dioxide retention was also thought to be enhanced by 

the fast rate of compr~sion producing an inflow of C02 .  More recent support for this hypothesis has been 

provided by Seusing and Drube (1960). Buhlrnan (1963), and Vail(1971) based on similar arguments. 

However, the hypothesis that carbon dioxide is the predominant cause of compressed air narcosis 

failed to be supported by experiments c~nducted by Rashbass (1955) and Cabarrou (1959,1964). Inathe 

former experiment the initial rise in PACO, following compression to 8.6 ATA was manipulated by 

hyperventilation. The degree of narcosis impairment was assessed using a two-figure by one-figure 

multiplication task. Although 5 minutes of hyperventilation reduced the initial mean PACO~ from 5.2 to 

3.9% the score on the arithmetic test remained unchanged. In the latter studies by Cabarrou, compression 

(at very slow rates) or hyperventilation (before or after compression), ensured that PACO, levels at 

pressure remained normal. It was implied from these experiments that raised levels of COI were not singly 

responsible for narcosis at depth. 

Although there is ample evidence that respiratory embarrassment does occur at increased premutes 

(Miles, 1957; Wood et al. 1962; Lanphier 1963; Wood 1963) and that inadequate ventilation leads to CO, 

retention, the C0,  apparently only potentiates the narcotic action of the inert gas (Bennett 1982). 



Further evidence in d c t  with the CO, hupothesis, has been obtained by Bennett (1%5) From in 

vivo rnearmrements of the brain C02 and Oz tensions in chloralosed cats It was found that during 

compression the cortical partial pressure of C0, fell, differing fnnn the increased PACO, measurements 

noted by Cabanou (1959,,1964) and Bean (1950). The assumption made by the latter authors, that the 

tissue partial pressure of CO, was equally high, may therefore not necessarily be correct Furthermore. 

investigations using a variety of inert gas mixtures with depression of auditory evoked potentials as a 

measure of narcosis (Bennett 1964) showed no correlation between C0, retention and the degree of 

r i m i s .  From th'w experiments Bennett (1966) conduded that the postulated cause of the initial narmis 

was unlikely to be due to an increased cortical PCO,. More recent evidence pointing towards nitrogen as 

the principle cause of compressed air narcosis rather than CO, was provided by the work d Weiss and 

Torley (1975). 

In this investigation chickens were used as the animal model, and the amplitude of the visually 

evoked response (VER) as the measure of narcosis. On exposure to normoxic, normocapnic air at 6 ATA 

the birds showed a depression of the VER amplitude. The effect of pressure per se was ruled out as the 

cause of this depression as there was no change in the amplitude of the VER when Helium was substituted 

for N, as the inert dilutent Weiss and Torley (1975) also investigated the effects of changes in lung PCO, 

on the VER and found that for lung PCO, tensions between 0 and 70mrnHg there was no effect on VER at 

surface or at 6 ATA. It  was also, noted that the birds became increasingly harder to handle at the higher 

concentrations of C02 and seemed to be suffering from CNS hyperexcitability, They concluded that the 

depression of VER appeared to be a reflection of narcosis induced by high N2 pressure and not solely 

hypoxia, hypercapnia or pressure per se. 
* 

The validity of the cortical evoked response as a measure of inert gas narcosis has however recieved 

a critical blow by Fowler and Ackles (1977). For a non behavioural measure to be accepted as a valid 

indicator of narcosis they argue that all the following criteria must be met: 

1. For any given gas the measure must show a change as a function of the partial pressure - 
of the gas; 

2. The measure must reflect the order of narcotic potency which has been established for 
some of the inert gases... 

3. For an given gas, there must be a correlation.between the nonbehavioural measure 
and be K avioural indicators of narcosis. 
(Fowler & Ackles. 1977, p.82) 

Although most studies have shown the amplitude of the evoked response to decrease with increasing 

ambient pressure, this decrease has not been found to correlate with any behavioural measure of narcosis, 



nor be reflected by the narcotic potency of the breathing mixture (Fowler & Ackles, 1977). Thest 

observations indicate that the evoked response satisfies the first criterion but not the second or third 

criteria. The conclusions of & ! ~ e t t  (1964,1%6) and Weiss and Torley (1975) should therefarc be 

carefully considered on the basis that the evoked response does not measure inert gas narcosis according to 

the criteria set out by Fowler and Ackles (1977). 

Despite lack of support for C 0 2  as the major cause of compressed air narcosis. the possibility of an 

interacting effect of hypercapnia arid nitrogen narcosis should not be taken lightly. An early study 

conducted by Case and Haldane (1941) in which subjects were exposed to 4-6% CO, at 10 ATA graphically 

emphasised the subjective sensations experienced under these condi tions. Initially. individual symptqms of 

confusion, distress, impending syncope, euphoria and elation were experienced by their subjects at 8.5 or 10 

ATA. These symptoms became more severe when C 0 2  was added to the air at 10 ATA. As the inspired 

CO, was increased from 4 8  to 9% the divers generally lost consciousness within 1-5 minutes breathing the 

highest level of CO,. It w s also demonstrated that individuals lose consciousness at very different partial i 
pressures of CO, indicating a wide range of human susceptibility. Although breathing was found to 

increase noticeably with CO, partial pressures above 3% (surface equivalent), the subjective stress to this 

level of CO, was reported to be much less at increased ambient pressure than at surface. Case and 

Haldane (1941) tentatively attributed this to the narcotic effect of ninogen. Breathing 4% CO, at pressures 

between 8.6 and 10 ATA resulted in a significant decrement in manual dexterity and an increase of 46% in 

the mean percentage of mistakes on an arithmetic task. It was also recorded that 0r.e subject. when 

attempting the arithmetic test under these conditions, simply stared at the paper for 7 minutes. managing to 

write down only two digits, one of which was wrong. From their observations, Case and Haldane (1941), 

suggest that the partial pressure of C0, at 10 ATA should be kept below 3% to avoid severe impairment of 

performance. 

Whether the increased PaCOl is due to inhaled CO, or to metabolically produced COl the 

physiological effect is the same (Lambemen, 1971). Lanphier (1963) reported that loss of consciousnes: 

can be precipitated at lower pressures by exerciseinduced hypercapnia Lanphier noted this effect while 

testing a new bicycle ergometer and breathing system, at 7.8 ATA in a dry chamber. It should be noted 

however, that the breathing system supplied only about half of the subjects' respiratory needs (Lanphier 

and Cumpami, 1982). h this case dyspnoea was very prominent and narcosis proceeded rapidly to coma. 

It was suggested by Lanphier and Camporesi (1982) that if this experience occurred in open water the 

probabihty of survival would be very poor. 



Subsequent tests were conducted by Lanphier and Camport% (1982) providing free access to air or 

replacement of the nitrogen umtent of the breathing gas while exercising on the bicycle ergometer at 

depth. In both these cages the divers remained conscious, indicating that the synergistic narcotic effects of 

N, were necessary to produce loss of consciousness (Lanphier and Camporesi, 1982). 

This view was shared by Morrison et al. (1978) who reported a study,@ A A two divers who had been 

rescued after losing consciousness at depth. When the conditions were simulated in the laboratory, both 

div& exhibited marked C02 retention during exercise at 4 ATA. (PETCO,= 65 and 57 mmHg 

respectively) and at 8 ATA one diver stopped work in less than 3 minutes because of severe dizziness and 

impending loss of consciousness. A tentative explanation for this phenomenon was provided in terms of 

reduced sensitivity to CO,. perhaps caused by the interaction of hypercapbia and N, narcosis (Morrison 

> 

I t  has been suggested that, in additibn to a reduced chemosensitivity to C02, experienced divers 

develop a conditioned response following repeated hyperbaric exposures (Lally et d. 1974). During 

exercise, divers have been found to exhibit a markedly slower and deeper breathing pattern compared to 

sedentary non-divers (Broussolle et al. 1972; Morrison et d. 1978,1981) and athletes (runners) (Lally et al. 

1972). Hypoventilation, however, leads to a reduced elmination of CO, and a subsequent CO, retention 

(Broussolle et d. 1972; Morrison et d. 1981). Although this "adaptation" may be efficient in terms of air 

conservation, the resulting hypercapnia may enhance 0, toxicity and nitrogen narcosis (Lanphier, 1982). 

and be a potential hazard to the diver. 

Clearly. further studies are required to clarify the role of hypercapnia and nitrogen narcosis in such 

cases. It has been suggested by Momson et d. (1978) that a narcosis test would be a valuable addition to 

future investigations of hypercapnia in the hyperbaric environment, and for screening potential T O 2  

retainers". 

One of the first attempts to evaluate quantitatively the combined effects of raised N2 pressure and 

varying degrees of hypercapnia on perfornance was carried out by Hesser et d. (1971). These authors 

compared the effects of a variety of CO, partial pressures in air a t6  ATA with the same partial pressures 

in 0, at 1.3 ATA. Consequently the w, was approximately 1.2 ATA in both conditions whereas the 

inspired N, differed by 4.7 ATA. Performance responses to the different CO, partial pressures were 

determined by the Moede perceptual-motor ability test and the Stroop stress sensitivity test The results 

indicated that the C02 mmponent was neghgible at PACO~ tensions below 40 mmHg and that high 



alveolar N, &d CO, pressures were simply additive in their effects on causing a detcrimtion in 
0 

performance. In addition, khcn related to the inspired gas tension, changes in pufc~rmancc induced by 

simultaneously.raising the N, and CO, pressure were greater than the arithmetic-sum of the changes . 
induced by either gas alone (Hesser et al. 1971). 

From Hesser et d.'s results, it was concluded that the synergistic relationship between CO, and N, 

narcosis was an artifact arising from the measurement of inspired CO, rather than PACO,. However a 

study by Adolfson et al. (1973) demonstrated that, in contrast to cognitive and dexterity tests , body sway 

showed synergy between PACO, and air at 8 ATA. An effect that was generally enhanced when the eyes 

were c@ed 

Further experimentation by Hesser el al. in 1978 attempted to determine the roles of N,, 0, and 

CO, in compressed air narcosis. In this study increased PAC02 was found to be additive with hyperbaric 
4 ' 

air at 8 ATA for mental arithmetic, but whileC0, degraded manual dexterity. hyperbaric air did noL In 

addition, when the Q2 %artid pressure was varied independently at 1.7 ATA, it was found to parallel the 

pattern of effects found for hyperbaric air. The authors concluded from this that the mechanism of CO, 

narcosis differs fundamentally from that of N, and 0, narcosis. 

Although it is well recognised that high PCO, levels enhance the severity of N, narcosis (Case & 

Haldane 1941; Hesser 1963; Lanphier 1963; Marshall 19511, the underlying relationship between CO, 

intoxication and N, narcosis in terms of potentiation, and/or additive or synergistic effects still requires 

further research. I 

2.0.4 Symptomatdogy of Raised CO, and N,-%mcentrations 

At surface pressures, raised CO, concenuatians have marked effects on both the heart and 

circulation as well as the nervous system. In general CO, inhalation produces respiratory stimulation. 

cerebral dilation, headache and a decrease in brain excitability. If  the CO, concentration is raised above 

10% at sea 1evel;there is also confusion leading to unconsciousness (Greenbaum & Hoff, 1966; Woodbury 

et al. 1958). More specifically, acute exposure to C 0 2  in human subjects for 15 minutes (7.5% proving 

minimum for generalized symptoms) results in various combinations of dyspnea and headaches, vertigo, 

- sweating and numbness, over activity of limbs, increasedmotor activity and restlessness, visual and colour 

distortiom, loss of balance and mental disorientation (Greenbaum & Hoff. 1%6). In addition, as the P C O I .  

is increased, cardiac output tends to increase. as does systolic and diastolic blood pressure, heart rate and , 
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respiratory minute volume. Plasma concentrations ofepinephrines, norepinephrine and 17-OH 

corticosteroids have also been shown to increase duf& hypercarbia (SecNer et d. 1960). 

The symptoms of CO, intoxicatidn can occur, however, without the warning signs of a compensatory 

increase in ventilation. Barlow et d. (1944) and Donald (1946) have shown that rebreathing 50 litres of 0, 

at 1.66 ATA, without absorbing CO,, produces CO, intoxication with no warning signs of distress. A 

considerable variation of intoxication in the different subjects, which was related to their rate of 

ventiltion. was also observed. Among the signs and symptoms which daured were dizziness, tinghng of 

the limbs and v i s d  disturbances. Haziness, euphoria or sleepiness eeref6und to be common in sensitive 

subjects, without any change in ventilation rate. Flushing of the face, dilation of the pupils and sweating 
U 

were present and muscular trembling was reported in some men, mainly in the arm, shoulder and neck 

muscles. Muscular tremor was widely diversified among subjects, in some the tremor was hardly 

detectable, while in others were coarse and violent and spread to all parts of the body. As the C 0 2  

intoxication became severe the subjects were seen to work at a feverishly increased rate, ignoring 

instructions. until they eventually reached a stuporous condition and consciousness was lost 

When the subjects regained consciousness during the recovery period Barlow et al. (1944) reported 

that most subjects experienced an "off effect" of C0,  intoxication, which included symptoms of frontal 

headache, nausea or vomiting and a general fatigue malaisel 

The signs and symptoms of CO, intoxication in the presence of high 0, tensions indicate the relative 

importance of oxygen partial pressures in the contribution to CO, retention and the resultant danger from 

hypercapnia at depth. 

When the effects of CO, intoxication are compared to N, narcosis the symptoms are distinctly 

different Unlike CO, intoxication, exposure to high nitrogen pressures does not significantly stimulate 

ventilation nor elevate heart rate. In addition, although a certain degree of fatigue may be present after a 

dive, no symptoms of frontal headache, nausea or vomiting are induced by raised N, pressures. However. 

the syrnptomatology of N, narcosis, like CO, intoxication, is also dependent upon the PO, level of the 

particular breathing mixture used. 

It was demonstrated by Criscuoli and Albano (1971) that exposure to high N, pressures, with normal 

PO,. caused a progressive impairment in the subjects of the vigilance state, ideation, fixation memory. 

practical activity; and affective self-control. Logical thought and attenuated associative processes were 



clouded, as well as the capacity for and the consistency for critical synthesis. The use of senson, functions 

for practical purposes was also impaired. Furthermore, it was reported that the subjects exhibited a 
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reactive dysphoria, which tended to break down under external stimulation (Criscuoli & Albano. 1971). 

When the above symptoms were compared to those experienced during exposure to compressed'air 

at 12 ATA a quantitative change in the conscious state was found. This state was distinguished by a 

euphoria which was accompanied by irritability and impulsiveness. In addition. Criscuoli and Albano 

(1971) noted frequent perceptual dysfunction in their subjects, particularly in the senses of touch. sight and 

hearing. Distal motor hyperkinesis and subliminal tremor was found to impair working ability. and 

execution of physical tasks remained defective throughout the testing period. Also noted in the study was 

the fact that habitual motor acts were often performed with perseveration (Criscuoli & Albano. 1971). 

2.0.5 Proposed Mechanisms of Compressed Air Narcosis and Carbon Dioxide Intoxication 

Despite volumes of research the cause of compressed air narcosis is considered by some not to be 

fully proved This has led to conflicting views,.resulting in a number of hypotheses as to the mechanisms 

of the narcosis. 

In the past, many attempts have been made to connect a number of factors with the mechanisms of 

narcosis. These factors have included histotoxic hypoxia, depression of metabolism, cell membrane 

stabilization causing a block in ion permeability, inhibition of the sodium extrusion pump, increased 

production of inhibitors such as gamma-aminobutyric acid and interference with ATY production (Hutler 

1950; Pittinger & Keasling 1959; Featherstone & Muehlbaecher 1963; Latner 1965; Quastel 1963; Bennett , 

1966). However due to the inert name  of the rare gases and nitrogen, i.e., their inability 10 form covalent 

or hydrogen bonds in biochemical processes within living tissue, physical rather than chemical properties 

should be considered as more likely mechanism by which narcosis is produced (Bennet11966). 

With regard to the biochemical theories of narcosis very linle satisfactory evidence has been 

obtained of biochemical changes at pressures which may nonetheless produce inert gas narcosis ( Q v y  & 

Featherstone, 1954; Carpenter, 1955, 1956; Leon & Ccok, 1960; Thomas et al. 1963; Schatte & Hcnneu. 

1973). This has led to many authors favouring the physical theories, based on the polarisabil~ty and 

volume of the inert gas molecule, as being a more likely mechanism of inert gas narcosls (Featherstone & 

Muehlbaecher, 1963). 



However. Mcllwain (1962) has also proposed a theory linking the biochemical and physical theories 

which suggests that inei-t gases (such as volatile anaesthetics in general) interact with the cell membrane. 

blocking ion exchange, and resulting m a decrease in cellular O2 consumption. The ionic block mechanism 

was also favoured by Mullins (1954) who postulated that the inert gas molecules acted by occluding the 

pores of the membrane. Similarily, Sears (1962) suggested that interaction of the inert gases withb! the 

membranes of the synaptic vesicles may prevent the release of their chemical transmitter contents. 

The basis of the inert gas theory, which suggested the lipid phase of the cell membrane as the site of 

action of the inert gases, was o r i m l y  conceived from the collective ideas of Meyer and Overton (Meyer, 

1899; Overton. 1901). The suggestion that there is a parallel between the affmity of an aliphatic 

anaesthetic for lipid and its narcotic potency led Behnke et al. (1935) io propose that it is the increased 

niuogen partial pressure that is responsible for compressed 2ir narcosis. 

Despite some anomalies, in connection with anaesthetic agents in general, excellent correlations 

benveeen lipid solubility and narcotic potency have been shown ( B e ~ e t t ,  1982). Other factors including 

the partial mold-free energy, derived from the hgacity of the gas (Ferguson, 1939; Brink & Pst~rnak,  

1948; Fergusoh & Hawkins, 1949; Marshall, 1951; Carpenter, 1954) and the van der W a d s  physical 

chemical constants (W ulf & Featherstone 1957) have also shown good correlations with narcotic potency. 

All the above correlations are based on an interaction with the lipid phase of the nervous system. 

However, although the lipid phase is generally accepted as the site of action of anaesthetics (Meyer & 

Hopff, 1923; Butler. 1950), other authors (Miller. 1961; Pauling, 1961) have suggested the aqueous phase 

as an alternative site. 

The aqueous phase theories are based on the f~rmation of hydrates. In 1961 Pauling proposed that 

during narcosis microcrystals of hydrates of the clathrate type are formed which are stabilized by proteins. 

such clathrates are ionsidered to cause narcosis by increasing the impedance of nerve tissue, trapping 

electrically charged ions associated with impulse conduction and decreasing metabolisin (Bennett, 1982). 

An alternative but related theory proposed by Miller in the same year implied that the inert gases 

may increase the area of highly ordered water, or icebergs, surrounding a dissolved molecule. In this 

manner the conductance of the brain tissue would be lowered, the lipid membranes stiffened and the 

membranes occluded. ' 



More reant  investigations (Dawe rt-d. 1964; Miller et d. lY65.1967; and Eger a d. 1969) have 

provided little evidence for support of the aqueous medium as the critical locus of anaesthetic action. 

Indeed other experiments have suggested another binding mechanism in which inert gases are bound to 

specific sites within protein molecules (Featherstone et d. 1961; Featherstone & Meuhlbaecher. 1963; 

Schoenborn et d. 1965; Schoenborn. 1965; Eyring et d. 1973; Katz & Simon. 1977; Franks & Lieb. 1978). 

However the co~ec t ion  of this latter theory with the mechanisms of anaesthesia still remains to be 

elucidated (Bennett, 1982). 

At the electrophysical level pioneering work by Marshall and Fern (1950) on frogs and by 

Carpenter (1953.1954.1955) on mice. have led to the inference that the site 06 aciion for inert gas narcosls 

is at central synapses. In addition, later work showing a correlation between changes in the mental state 01' 

divers and depression of the polysynaptic ascending reticular formation of h e  brain stem, as shown by an 

abolition of the alpha blocking response (Bennett & Glass, 1961) or change in the fusion frequency of 

flicker (Bennett & Cross, 1960), have also indirectly supported involvement of the synapse. From these 

experiments it was inferred that a fundamental change occurs at polysynaptic sites in the brain when a 

critical tension of N, or inert gas is exceeded (Bennett. 1982). 

This concept is related to the 'critical volume of occupation' proposed by Mullins (1954) which was 

further developed by Miller et d. (1973) to produce the so called 'critical volume hypothesis'. This 

hypothesis states that anaesthesia occurs when the volume of a hydrophobic region is caused LO expand 

beyond a certain critical volume as a result of adsorption of an anaesthetic agent The hypothesis also 

stated that all anaesthetics act at the same molecular site. However, work by Halsey er al. (1978) does not 

support this latter view and has led to their developing the multi-site expansion hypothesis which was 

summarised by Bennett (1982) as follows: 

1. General anaesthesia can be roduced by the expansion of more than one molecular site R and these sites may have di ering physical properties. 
2. The physical properties of a molecular site may themselves be influenced by the 

resence of anaesthetics or ressure- e ., the mmpressi bili ty. 
3. h e  molecularsites do not l! ehave as if ey were bulk solvents but have a finite size 

and a finite degree of occupancy. 
f 

4. Pressure itself need not necessarily act at the same site as the anaesthetic. Depending 
on the anaesthetic one of the sites may predominate in determining the interaction 
with pressure. 

5. The-molecular sites for anaesthesia are not perturbed by a decrease in temperature in a 
=. manner analogous to an increase in pressure. 

Lateral expansion of membranes in the presence of anaesthesia has been shown by Clcments and 

Wilson (1962). They noted that narcotic agents such as nitrous oxide have an affinity for lipid monolayers 



and mcluded that inert gases at partial pressures, sufficient to bring about a standard effect in a biological 

system, act on a lipoprotein-water interface to cause a standard decrease of 0.39 dyn/cm in the interfacial 

m i o n  Further support showing that the inert gases, as well as 0, and CO,, penetrate a lipid monolayer 

and cause changes in surface tension was provided by Bennett et al. (1967). It was found that, even at very 

low depths, C0, readily penetrates the lipid monolayer producing a relatively large change in film 

pressure. This may explain in part the relatively high narmtic potency of CO, found in the studies by 

Hesser et al. (1978). However this assumes that the mechanism of action of CO, intoxication is mediated 

through an effect on the lipid membrane. Unfortunately, at present, there is no conclusive evidence for the 

underlying mechanism of C0, narcosis. 

' Hesser et al. (1978) hypothesised that the high narcotic potency of CO, noted in their studies was 

possibly mediated by hydrogen ions. In support of this statement, they cite the observations of Eisele et al. 

(1967), who noted that in dogs the anaesthetic effect of C0, correlated b e a r  with the pH of the cerebral 

spinal fluid rather than PaCO,. However, Hesser et al. (1978) did not completely discount the possibility 

that CO, has narcotic effects that act in accordance with the lipid solubility theory. These authors have 

suggested, albeit with little experimental support that the narcotic effects produced by COi-&i accordance 

with the solubility theory, may well be masked by hydrogen ion induced narcosis occuring at far lower 

PCO, levels. 

Earlier evidence does however implicate the role of hydrogen ions in C0, narcosis. Meyer & Waltz 

(1961) havc suggested that CO, narcosis produces a slowing of the EEG which correlates with cortical pH 

rather than the PCO,. This increased acidity is thought to cause a reversible suppression of the "sodium 

extrusion pump" which may lead to a synergistic narcotic effect 

A third mechanism by which C0, may produce its ilarcotic effects is via histotoxic hypoxia. A 

raised C0, tension will tend to reverse the chemical equilibrium between 0, and CO,. This would 

decrease the enny of O2 into the cell. Normally the degiee of hypoxia caused by this mechanism may not 

be enough to produce signs and symptoms of narcosis However. Bennett (1966) has suggested that, 

combined with a histotoxic hypoxia as a result of the inert gas partial pressure, a synergistic action of CO, 

might well result 

Another explanation for the enhancement of narcosis by C0, may be due to its effects on cerebral 

blood flow. Carbon dioxide inhalation has been shown to increase cerebral blood flow (Novack et al. 

1953; Sokoloff. 1960); consequently, during hyperbaric exposure, any increase in P,CO, levels will induce 



cerebral vasodilation producing a greater b l d  flow to the brain This i n w e  in blood flow may cause 

potentiation of the narcosis by allowing greater levels of N, to reach the brain tissues 

Panerson et al. (1955) have reported that the vasodilator response of normal cerebral vessels to 

rapid increases in PaC02 appears to be a threshold type of phenomenon. It is of note that this 

phenomenon is also indicated in the observations of Hesser et al. (1978). in that the role of GO, as a 

causative factor in narcosis is neghgible as long as the PaCO, does not exceed 40mHg.  Above this level 

the role of the C0,  component in compressed air narcosis was found to markedly increase with the rise in 

CO1 pressure. 

It is clear that the mechanisms of C 0 2  toxicity may be mediated by a number of different causes. 

namley (1) increased concentrations of molecular CO,, (2) increased hydrogen ion concentration, or (3) 

concurrent effects of No. 1 and No. 2. The overall picture of CO, toxicity is complicated by the fact that 

the toxic actions of hypercapnia vary according to the level of PCO, and cell type. Sudden. extreme 

elevation of CO, tension, such as that caused by inhalation of 304 C 0 2 ,  produces simultaneous 

manifestations of depression and stimulation in the CNS (Lambertsen, 1974). Convulsions caused by CNS 

hyperactivity at this level of inspired CO, are thought to be the paradoxical result of a depressant el'fect on 

the cerebral cortex, releasing subcortical centers from normally powerful inhibitory influences (Woodbury 

& Karler, 1940). Thus what may actually be a depressant or disruptive effect possibly of molecular C0,  as 

well as hydrogen ions, is expressed in the form of increased activity (Lambertsen. 1974). . 

a 

2.0.6 Concluding R e w k s  

From the review presented, it is clear that there \ are i icient quantitative data concerning the role 

of CO, in compressed air narcosis. The evidence suggests C0,  has additive. not synergistic, effecb on 

cugnitive function in combination with hyperbaric air, however this view is far from conclusive. Fowler 

et al. (1985) point out that there is some evidence, although sparse, which suggests that CO, does not 

potentiate narcosis. This observation is based on the fact that N, and CO, affect performance t e s ~  in 

different ways (Hesser et al. 1978), implying that CO, intoxication acts through a different mechanism to 

that of N, narcosis. In a review paper by Fowler et al. (1985) it was suggested that, to avoid confusion 

over the interpretatjon of how these two factors act together, a more concise definition of' the terminology 

used should be adhered to. In response to this suggestion several of the terms used t denote the outcome 



of responses when CO, and N, act together are defined in Section 1.2. 

Decrements in performance have been demonmated to occur above a PACO, of 53mba.r (4hnmHg) 

at depth (Hesser et d. 1978) and yet it is known that a PACO, of 67mbar and above is not uncommon in 

trained divers who hypoventilate (Morrison & Reimers, 1982). In addition, PACQ tensions as high as 

93mbar (72mmHg) have been recorded in subjects exercising on an underwater ergometer at 6 ATA during 

the last few minutes of an incremental exercise test (Taylor, 1987). 

From these studies it is clear that raised pressures of CO, in combination with elevated pressures of 

N, have marked effects on cognitive function which may lead to serious threats to diver safety. The 

relative importance of hypercapnia in producing these effects has been demonstrated by studies on the 

narcotic action of various gases. It has been shown that the ratio of narcotic or anaesthetic potency of CO, 

and N,O approximates 5: 1 (Severinghous, 1974) and that oT N,O and N, is estimated at 28:l (Brauer and 

Way, 1970); From these figures it can be inferred that an increase of 4 d g  in alveolar PCO, would 

have a narcotic affect roughly equivalent to the addition of 1 ATA of air (Morrison et al. 1978). This 

suggests the narcotic potency of CO, is at least 140 times that of nitrogen. However, Hesser et ai. (1978) 

(who have produced the only quantitative data on CO, narcosis reported in the literature to date) have 

indicated that this figure is even greater. From the limited data reported in their studies they have 

proposed that CO, is several hundred times as narcotic as N, (Hesser et ai. 1971. 1978). As these two 

studies are the only source of quantitative data on CO, narcosis in the hyperbaric environment the relative 

contribution of COI in compressed air narcosis is at present only beginning to be revealed. 

In view of the apparent importance of this factor to the diving mmmunity and the present lack of 

quantitative data available on this topic, the primary objective of this thesis is to expand current knowledge 

in this area and attempt to provide a working relationship for the role of CO, narcosis on cognitive and 

psychomotor performance in the hyperbaric environment To accommodate this a number of pencil and 

paper tests and a test of fme manual dexterity were utilized to assess performance on a variety of 

underlying cognitive and psychomotor factors thought to be important for efficient performance in the 

hyperbaric environment By ensuring a fully balanced experimental design, controling for practice effects, 

and employing a reasonable subject population size, many of the problems associated with previous 

hyperbaric research, was minimized. 



-2.1 HYPOTHESES 

i 

The hypotheses formulated for the present study are as follows: 

When cognitive performance scores are compared at the two pressure levels (1 ATA and 6 ATA) 

under the same hypercapnic conditions statistically significant impairment in performance will be 

observed at 6 ATA. 

When the W O ,  tension is increased from baseline to over 40rnmHg at 1 ATA of pressure. 

statistically significant impairment of psychomotor and cognitive abilities will occur. 

That psychomotor performance as measured via the Purdue pegboard test will be statistically 

significantly impaired by high P&O, levels (> 40mmHg) but not statistically significantly aTfectcd 

by hyperbaric exposure. 

That W O ,  tensions in excess of 40mmHg at 6 ATA will result in further deteriorations in 

psychomotor and cognitive abilities when compared to performance at 6 ATA breathing air 

containing normal hyperbaric levels of'CO,. 

By dividing performance impairment into'CO1 and N, components it is hypothesised that; the test 

scores will show an additive effect of P&OI on performance impairment when the effects of 

raising the P&Ol and PIN, tensions simultaneously are analyzed. 

Priman and Recency Memory Response$ 

Increasing the PIN, to 6 times normal levels will result in a lower probability of recall in the 

primacy portion of the serial response curve on both the immediate and delayed recall responses to a 

paired association memory task. 

Increasing the PIN, to 6 times normal levels will have no effect on the probability of recall in the 

recency portion of the memory curve on both the immediate and delayed recall responses to a 

paired association task. 

When the P@O, is increased above 40rnmHg. there will be a lower probability of recall in the 

primacy portion of the memory curve for immediate and delayed recall responses at both 

normobaric pressure and at 6 ATA of pressure. 

Under the same condtions described in hypothesis 8 there will be no statistically significant ef'kct of 

P f l O ,  on the probability of r d l  in the recency portion of the memory curve on either the 

immediate or delayed responses on the paired association task. 



CHAPTER3 

METHODS 

3.0.1 Subjects 

Twelve healthy male volunteers. from the university population were paid to participate in this 

study. To obtain medical clearance for diving, in accordance with the Worker's Compensation Board of 

British Columbia, all subjects were required to complete a medical questionnaire and be examined by the 

departmental physician. Candidates with a current and/or history of any significant cardiorespiratory 

diseases, or other physical disorders which would contraindicate hyperbaric exposure, were excluded from 

the study. All subjects received information packages and signed informed consent releases. 

Nine subjects had previously experienced the compressed air environment, in the hyperbaric 

chamber, before volunteering for the present study. The remaining three subjects were provided with an 

extensive orientation of the hyperbaric chamber facilities, culminating in a test dive to 2 ATA. Five of the 

subjects had previously been involved in studies using similar t&ts of cognitive and psychomotor function, 

however, ali subjects were given sufficient practice on the tasks in the test battery to reach a learning 

plateau of performance before commencing the experimental trials. 

All experiments were conducted in the Simon Fraser University Environmental Physiological Unit's 

(E.P.U.) hypo-hyperbaric (dry) chamber. This facility permits simulation of ocean depths to 300m to be 

conducted within the relative safety of a controlled laboratory setting, thereby reducing some of the 

potential risks associated with hyperbaric exposure in open water. 

A semi-closed respiratory circuit viiis designed to elevate and maintain the subjects P-, at the 

desired levels for the dkation of the experiment (Figure 3.1). The respiratory circuit consisted of: various 

lengths of 0.04m diameter respiratory tubing, an 8.4 litre mixing box containing several bames to mix 

inspired and expired gases,.a two-way valve, a mouthpiece and breathing valve, and a Conshelf 30 (U.S. , 

Divers) open circuit demand regulator connected to a high pressure air supply. The subject inspired from 

the regulator through a length of respiratory tubing connected to the mixing box. Expired gases were 

either vented to the chamber via a two-way valve in the exhalation line. (for the non rebreathing 
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\ 
condition) or directed to the mixing chamber for rebreathmg The level of hyjxxcapnia produced by this 

apparatus was induced by the introduction of appropriate lengths of 0.04m diameter tubing in the subject's 

breathing circuit (ie. extending or shortening the length of tubing A shown in Figure 3.1). Pilot studies 

indicated that, for the majority of subjects, the volume of tubing A required to ind& w, values in 

the range of 45-50 and 55-60mmHg was 1.4 and 2.9 litres respectively. 

Air supply to the subjects was provided from two calibrated gas cylinders, located external to the 

chamber. At the end of each minute, subjects were switched from one cylinder to the next, with the 
I 

cylinder pressures being recorded at the start and end of each minute (Celesco Transducer Production Inc., 

Model PLD, f 34.53MPa (k5000PSI). The cylinder, not in use, was refilled to a pressure of 13.8MPa 

(2000PSI) from the reserve cylinder bank. Between the air cylinders and the subject was a small surge 

bottle to prevent transient pressure drops, at the regulator, while changing cylinders. For surface trials 

0.566mJ capacity cylinders were used to enhance pressure measurement accuracy. At 6 ATA (50m). 

1.116mJ capacity cylinders were necessary to supply the air requirements under the increased ambient 

pressure. 

Total system volumes. including cylinders, pressure hosing and the suerge bottle, were 3.68 and 7.85 

lives for surface and 50m systems respectively. Ventilation was computed each minute from measurements 

of system volume and initial and final cylinder pressures (see Section 2.0.5) 

End-tidal gas samples were drawn through the chamber wall and analyzed for CO, concentration 

( Ametek Applied Electrochemistry CD-3A CO, anal yser). Sample lines of two internal diameters were 

used; 2.117mm for surface trials and 0.022mm for dive trials. A previous study using this anangement 

(Taylor. 1987). indicated that these diameters were sufficient 'to maintain the fidelity of the CO, signal 

allowing minimal gas mixing to occur prior to analysis. Both systems were found to produce exponential 

C0, growth curves, with a rapid return to a stable baseline on inspiration (Taylor. 1987). 

Both cylinder pressure and C0, signals were passed to an IBM(PC) rnicro-computer via an analogue 

to digital converter (Tecmar Labpac) for sampling and storage. A custom-designed brogram (Appendix 3) 

sampled the data on-line at a frequency of 33Hz and stored the values on 130mm MD2D floppy disk for 

later analysis. Prior to sampling the pressure transducer values were amplified using a Daytronic LVDT 

model 9130 amplifier. No prior amplification was required for the analogue output of the CO, analyzer 

before sampling by the computer. 



For administration and completion of the cognitive tests, materials included: pencils, paper and 

stopwatch. Psychomotor performance was t s d  using the Purdue Pegboard (Purdue R d  

Foundation, 1948) 

, 

3.0.3 Procedure 

Ethical and medical approval was sought and informed consents obtained specifying the purpose and 

nature of the experiment and poqsible adverse effects. 

'\ Once selected, each subject p m  ' ated in a block practice session (5 practice trials) in the chamber 

at surface (1 ATA) on the test battery described below. It wzs expected that this practice session would 

familiarize subjects with the protocol and provide a plateau of learning performance on the individual tests. 

In addition, throughout the study each subject was required to complete a practice test battery immediately 

prior to commencing each experimental condition. This resulted in a total of eleven practice test batteries 

being completed by each s u b j e c ~  . 

In the absence of reliable objective physiological correlates of cortical functioning. paper-and-pencil 
- psychological tests, were used to quatitatively assess various aspects of cognitive performance. Each test 

focused on a specific factor in cognitive or psychomotor performance, however there was some overlap in 

the factors being tested among the different tasks in the test battery. The individual tasks included in the 

test battery are described below. 

1. Pared Association test: This test involved leaming 12 pairs of word and number combinations. A 

different set of 12 words were used during each testing session. All words were randomly drawn 

from the pool developed by Modigliani and Searnon (1974) and consisted of common one and 

two-syllable concrete nouns. The number associated with each word was randomly assigned from a 

list of numbers between 1 and 100. To minimize proactive interference between successive memory 

tests, a number, once it had been used, was ornmited from inclusion in subsequent word/number 

lists until all numbers between 1 and 100 had been used In presenting the word/number 

combinations, a new wordhumber pair was revealed every 5 seconds and the previous 

wordlnumber combination removed from the field of view. This resulted in the sequential 

presentation of all wordlnumber combinations within a time frame of 1 minute. Immediate recall of 

the word/number Wens was tested during the minute following presentation and delayed 



r e d l  tested 5 minutes following completion of the test battery ( 13 minutes after the initial 

presentation), Subjects were required to recall the word/number associations on a test paper 

containing only the rearranged words. A correct response was recorded when the correct number 

2. Arithmetic test: This test comprised 48 different arithmetic problems each consisting of adding or 

subtracting the result of one digit by one digit multiplication from a two digit number, such as 

37+3X8= ,85-6X3=, etc. Subjects were instructed to multiply first and then add or subtract, and to 

emphasize both speed and accuracy. The time limit for this test was 2 minites. Performance 

measures consisted of the number of problems attempted, as well as, the number of correctly and 

incorrectly solved problems. 

3. Copying test: Each item consisted of a four line geometric configuration and a square matrix of dots. 

The task was to copy the figure onto the dots. It is believed that this task requires flexibility of 

closure in the act of superimposing the particular configuration on a strong visual field (Ekstrom 

et d. 1976). The subject was instructed to work as rapidly as possible without sacrificing accuracy. 

The score recorded was the number of correctly copied patterns or portions of pattern in a time 

period of 2 minutes. In addition, the number or portion of patterns attempted, as well as the errors, 

were recorded. 

4. Number Comparison test: In this test subjects inspected pairs of mati-digit numbers and indicated 

whether the numbers in each pair were the same or different The performance was scored on the 

number marked correctly, the number marked incorrectly and the total amount of numbers 

attempted in a time period of 45 seconds. This test primarily measures perceptual speed. It may be 

h e  centroid of several subfactors (including form discrimination) which can be separated but are 

more usefully treated as a single phenomenon for research purposes (Ekstrom et d., 1976). 

5 .  Letter Cancellation test (mdified Strwp test). This test consisted of the words red or blue typed on 

a page with ten letters afterwards. The colour name was underlined in either red or blue ink 

randomly. If the colour word was underlined in the same coloured ink then succeeding vowels were 

cancelled, otherwise Consonants in the following ten letters wefe cancelled. Overall performance on 

the test was calculated according to the number attempted, the number correct and the number of 

errors within a time period of 1 minute. This test has been regarded as a measure of k e s s  

sensitivity in decision making (Stroop. 1935). 

6. M a t e  Pegbaard test: For this test subjects used both hands at the same time. They assembled a 

series of pins, collars and washers such that the order for one assembly consisted of a pin, a washer, 



h. 

a collar and a washer. The score recorded was the number of individual parts assembled in 1 

minute. This test, primarily measures fine manual dexterity (Purdue Research Fo datian, 1947). r" 
Althocgh catagorization of complexity of the above tasks. according to the neural organization or 

phylogenetic level required for efficient performaxe, is at best speculative, an estimate of the level of 

comparative difficulty of the individual tasks may be made on a priori grounds. On this basis the Purdue 

pegbaud. the Number comparison test and the Copying test seem to be least difficult, whereas the Sump. 

Arithmetic, Immediate and Delayed recall tests appear the most difficult. In the former catagory 

psychomotor and visual perception processes are the predominant factors tested. According to the 

literature these factors are least susceptible to naicosis and therefore would be expected to show only . 

minor decrements in performance under stress. The latter catagory, however, contains tasks in khich 

higher cognitive processes predominate, including immediate and long term memory. Consequently it was 

expected that these tests would demonstrate most i4rment under narcosis. 

After the practice trials, the subjects were split randomly into two groups of six. The first group 

completed control trials at 1 ATA, breathing normal air. The second group were compressed to 6 ATA 

where they breathed hyperbaric air. In each group, every subject experienced three levels of P~CO, which 

was induced aiid regulated via the rebreathing circuit After group 1 completed the 1 ATA trials, they 
'I 

underwent the 6 ATA condition, and vice versa for group 2. 
h 

The three CO, concentrations breathed at each pressure level were regulated so that P@O1 values 

fell within the ranges, 30-35 rnrnHg, 45-50 mmHg and 55-60 mrnHg. Using the above Pk-$O, ranges. 

the upper time limit for breathing hypercapnic air was no more than 20 minutes during any one dive. 

lmmediately before each 50m dive, the gas analyzers were calibrated using room air (20.939 0,. ~.djh, 
CO,) and a primary standard gas containing 0.98% CO, and 20.W0 0,with the balance N,. Calibration of' 

the gas analyzers prior to the surface trials was completed using room air and a primary fitandard gas 

containing 4.02% CO, and 16.72% 0, with the balance N,. These gas concentrations were chosen so that 

the gas analyzers were calibrated approximately within the mid-range of the expected gas analyzer 

readings for each pressure level. Linearity of the COI gas analyzer was checked prior to the study using a 

series of 10 primary standard gasses ranging in CO, concentration from 0-10%. Lihear regression analysis, 

comparing the known primary gas concentration of C@, with the CO, gas analyser meter readings, 

revealed reliable accuracy for the CO, gas analyzer throughout the measurement ranges employed in the 



current study (r2 = 1, residual mean square = 0.002% C02). 

- 
Once the required depth was reached, the subject would rebreathe from the respiratory circuit unt- 

the level of P&02 was met Upon reaching the desired P@02 range (normally between 3 and 5 

minutes) the first test of cognitive function was administered. The order in which the tests were presented 

was the same for each subject at each trial and followed the same order in which they are described in the - 

above text 

Throughout each experimental Vial an E.P.U. technician continuously monitored P E ~ ,  levels 

and switched the air supply cylinder every minute. If at any time during the experiment the subject's 

PFTCO, rose above the desired range, it was lowered by opening a two-way valve on the e e a t i o n  side 

of' the rebreathing apparatus. This allowed exhaled concentrations of CO, to be vented to the chamber 

atmosphere and a subsquent lower PICO, in the respiratory circuit Normally, the two-way vdve would 

be left open for only one expiration in order to bring the PF-JCO~ within the desired range. 

During the surface trials 100% O1 was supplied to the mixing box at a flow rate of 0.5 litr@lminute. 
P 

This was done to prevent the PIO, dropping below normal levels during rebreathing. Lnspired PO2 was 

therefore maintained between 0.21 and 0.30 ATA during experimental trials at surface. At 6 ATA the 

increase in Pro2 caused by the ambient pressure increase was considered suficient to prevent hypoxic 

stress during rebreathing (PIO, at 6 ATA = 1.26 ATA.) 

To minimize unwanted sequence effects between trials, subjects were randomly assigned to one of 

six treatment orders within each dive group: Successive trials on the same subject were conducted no 

earlier than 24 hours after the previous dive. Decompression for all dives was according to fie Canadian 

Forces Air Diving Tables and Procedures (D.C.I.E.M., February 1986 revision). Most dives were 

completed within a bottom time of 20 minutes, resulting in a tota1,decompression time of one hour. 

3.0.4 Experimental Safety 

Prior to commencing trials, all procedures were reviewed and approved by the EP.U. Ethics 

Committee and by the Simon Fraser University Ethics Committee. 

All subjects were examined, by 4 physician trained in hyperbaric medicine, and informedof the risks . 
i 

of compressed air Iving. Those subjects who had no prior dive experience were required to corpplete a 



test dive to 10 metres to qess  suitability for hyperbaric exposure. Any subject who could not complete 

this test dive, or felt uncomfortable in the chamber. was not included in the study. Throughout all 

hyperbaric exposures a cardiovascular crash cart was available in the laboratory, and a physician present to 

'oversee the dive. 

The diving facility was controlled by two EP.U. technicians. Two way communication was available 

with the diving tender through a Telex 2400 headset (Helle Engineering). In addition. all 50 metre divcs 

were monitored on a closed circuit television by the attending physician and EP.U. technicians. 

Atmospheric control of the chamber environment was facilitated through an external Environmental 

Control System, which removed expired CO1 from the air, and controlled air temperature and humidity. 

In case of emergencies air and 0, demand breathing masks were also available. Due to the increased risk 

of fire hazard in the hyperbaric 'environment, all divers were required to dress in fire retardenr clothing, 

and the 0, breathing system exhaust gases were dumpedhternal to the chamber. 

The diving tender acompanying each subject was an experienced diver, trained in Cardiopulmonary 

Rescusitation (CPR), and familiar with chamber operation procedures. The diving tender was responsible 

for the subjects safety within the chamber as well as administration of the experimen~ at depth. When 

required, the rate of compression could be controlled from within the chamber by the diving ~ender. 

Decompression procedures followed those specified by the Canadian Forces (Canadian Forces Air 

Diving Tables and Procedures, D.C.I.E.M.. Feb. 1986 revision). 

All subjects as well as the dive tender were closely monitored for latent decompression sickness f o r  

one hour following the 50 metre dives. The attending physician and E.P.U. technicians were available 

during this monitoring period. Following the one hour bends watch all divers received mcdical alen 

bracelets, which were worn for 24 hours after the dive. To avoid the use of repetitive dive hblcs, diving 

tenders and subjects were required to wait 24 hours before commencing succeeding dives. 

3.0.5 Calculations 

Data acquisition and analysis were performed by the computer programs listed in Appendix 3. 

Calibration programs were obtained from Momson and Wood (1986). 

L. 

End- tdal CO, tension 



Carbon dioxide concentrations were calculated from the data collected during the first 30 seconds of 

each recording minute. These data were smoothed using a weighted five point, moving average before 

identifying peak (end-tidal) and trough (inspired) concentrations. The mean pElC0, for each minute 

were then calculated from the average of these peaks according to the equation below: 

P f l O ,  = FETCO, [PA/(PA - PH,o)] .(PA + PD - 47.1) 

where: 

Equation 1 

F&O, = mean end-tidal CO, concenua'tion. 

PH,O = water vapour pr bient air (mmHg). 

PA = barometric pressure ( 

PD = ambient pressure at 

Ventilation .- L 

Minute ventilations (vI) were computed as dry volumes at standard pressure and ambient 

temperature (vISP) from changes in air cylinder pressure. Since the cylinder volumelwas known, vISP 

was proportional to the change in cylinder pressure. The pressure data were subjected to a five point 

floating average before calculating PI. BOth air cylinders were placed in a water bath, at room 

temperature, to minirnise temperature changes dur ih  discharge and refilling; however, pressure data still 

required correction to account for isothermal expansion. Momson and Wood (1986) performed a series of 

tests in which the effect of temperature on cylinder pressure changes, over one minute, was studied. Their 

results provided linear correction coefficients for both cylinder sizes. These coefficients were used within 

h e  present calculations. 

VIBTPS = VISP [760/(PD + PA - 47.111 .[3lO/(273 + T)] Equation 2 

where: 
- 
T = temperature of cylinder bath. 

PD = ambient pressure at dive depth (mmHg). 

PA = barometric pressure (mrnHg). 



3.0.6 Analysis 

A comparison of cognitive and psychomotor performance differences between the three levels of 

W O 2  at 1 ATA and 6 ATA and between the two levels of PIN, over the full range of hypercapnic 

conditions was conducted using two-way anovas with repeated measures. Following significant F statistics 

posf hoc multiple comparisonswiing Tukey's HSD were used to isolate sources of significant diference. 

Where there was an insignificant interaction between N, and CO, the pooled data was used during 

subsequent post hoc analysis. This permited performance differences to be compared (1) at different PIN, 

tensions over the full range of hypercapnic conditions [Hypothesis 11. (2) at P&OI tensions above 40 

rnmHg under conditions of low PIN, [Hypotheses 21, and (3) at PETCO, tensions >40 mmHg in 

combination with raised pama1 pressures of N2 [Hypotheses 3,4]. 

Due to the possibility that delayed and immediate recall maybe governed by an array of 

psychological and/or strategic processes, producing different patterns of results; the subsequent analysis of 

immediate and delayed recall was performed separately. For both immediate and delayed recall the 
&&"- , 

primacy and recency effects were analyzed by a prmi dlvision of the word/number presentation order mto 

early, middle and late categories. 

The first four word/number associations were considered to represent the primacy efl'ect. while I h e  

last two word/number pairs represented the recency effect These word/number asmiations were selec~ed 

as depicting the most robust primacy and receny responses on the serial position curve, according LO thc 

literature (Modigliani, personal communication). Two-way ANOVA's with repeated measures across all 

factors were then performed to search for significant main effects of N,  and CO, on the primacy and 

recency portion of the recall curve separately for both immediate and delayed recall tesu. A prior1 

significance was set at the 0.05 level for all statistical tests. 

Using the above statistical comparisons, performance impairment was analyzxd into N, and CO, ' components to assess the effects of inneasing the partial pressure of both N,  and C02  sirnullaneously, and 

of increasing one or the other gas singly. 



4.1 CHARACIERISTICS OF SUBJECTS 

Physical characteristics of the subjects are given in Table 4.1. The mean age and weight of the 

subject population was 25.6 f 0.6 years and 76.4 + 0.7kg respectively. .@ve subjects were certified sport 
\ 

divers with the minimum qualification under the sanction of the National Association of Underwater 

Instructors (NAUI). All subjects. apart from subjects 6.10 and 12, had prior exposure to the compress&- 

air environment in the hyperbaric chamber, at pressures in excess of 4 ATA, before volunteering to 

participate in the present study. 

All compressions and decompressions proceeded without incident; however, a number of mild cases 

of "skin bends" were reported by several subjects and the diving tender after arrival at sqface. The 

symptoms experienced were skin irritations, including blotchiriess and itchiness, which disappeared within 

60 minutes without treatment 

Common symptoms of mild C 0 2  toxicity, including frontal headache and slight dizziness were also 

reported following rebreathing experiments under the medium and high hypercapnic stresses. 

Subjectively, these symptoms were reported to be the most severe following the highest hyperppnic level. 

4.2 PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA 

Group mean values and standard errors for respiratory responses to the three levels of hypercapnia 

at 1 and 6 ATA are shown in Table 4.2. All but the mean values for the non-rebreathing (low) end-tidal 

CO, tensions fell within the preset P&O, ranges specified in chapter 2. * 

End-tidal C02 values in the non-rebreathing condition were very similar at surface and 6 ATA and 

were only 1 mmHg short of the PETCO~ range specified for the normocapnic level. Again, there we little 

difference (approximately 1 mmHg) in the mean P@O, values at surface and pressure for the medium 

level of hyperapnia. The mean value for end-tidal CO, under the high level of hypercapnia at 6 ATA, 

however, was approximately 3.5 rnrnHg greater than for the corresponding level of hypercapnia at surface. 



Table 4.1: Physical characteristics of subjects 

Diver 

MEAN 
SEM 

Lnspired CO, tensions, on the other hand, demonmated markedly different results at surface 

compaied to depth (see Figure 4.1). In the non-rebreathing conditions there was little difference 

(approximatly 1 rnmHg) in inspired CO, at surface and depth. Under the rebreathing conditions however, 

a greater level of PCO, was required to raise the P f l O ,  to the required ranges at 1 ATA than during 

the 6 ATA mals. Interestingly, Figure 4.1 indicates a greater positive slope for the PICO, curve at 1 ATA 

than for the curve at 6 ATA. Statistical analysis revealed the interaction between PETCO, and PlCO, was 

significant (F= 32.97; df=2. 22; p4.05). indicating a synergistic relationship between these two variables. 
f .  

As the levels of hypermpnia increased, inspired minute ventilation rose uniformly at surface and 

depth; however. this increase was much greater at 1 ATA than at 6 ATA (F= 16.51; df= 2.22; p4.05) 

(Figure 4.2). At 6 ATA an overall significant hypoventilation was observed compared to the normal 

ventilatory responses to CO, at surface pressures (F= 9.84; df= 1. 11; p4.05). Although respiratory rates 



increased with increases in P f l , ,  they were 18% lower at 6 ATA throughout the entire range of 

hypercapnic condijhns (see Figure 4.3A). Correspondingly. for a given ventilation, the mean tidal volume 

was greater at depth compared to surface. (see Figure 4.3B). 

50 - PIC02 1 ATA 
---t-- PIC02 6ATA 

End Tidal C02  (rnrnHg) 

Figure 4.1: Inspired C02 vs. end-tidal. C02 at 1 ATA and - 6  ATA during C02 rebreathing of 
various hypercapnic levels in a (dry) hyperbaric pressure- chamber. Values are means (n=12); 
bars represent SZM. 
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Figure 4.2: Ventilatory responses (inspired minute ventilation) to increasing P@O, tensions at 
1 and 6 ATA during CO, rebreathing in a (dry) hyperbaric pressure chamber. Values are 
meam (n=l2); bars represent SEM. 
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A. Minute Ventilation vs Breathing frequency 
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Figure 4.3: Inspired 'minute ventilation vs breathing frequent! ( A )  and tidal \olunw ( B )  at 1 
.4T.4 and 6 A T A  during CO: rebreathing in a (dry) hyperbaric prcssurc. chamber. \'alucs are 
means (n=12); bars represent SEM. 



Table 4.2: Group mean values and standard errors for respiratory responses to three levels of 
hypercapnia (induced by CO, rebrathing) at 1 ATA and 6 ATA in a h-c (dry) 
pressure chamber. (1142). 

1 ATA 6 ATA 

Level of Hypermpnia 

LOW MWIUM H G H  + LOW MEDIUM HIGH 

Respiratory rate 
(breaths/min.) 
MEAN 
SEM 

V I  
(litres/min BTPS) 
MEAN 
SEM 

"T 
(liues. B P S )  
MEAN 
SEM 



4.3 PSYCHOLOGICAL DATA 

4.3.1 Test- Retest Reliabilities of the P e r y h m c e  Task in the Test Battery 

Table 4.3 summarizes the results of the test-retest reliability for each test on the test battery. The 

reliability coefficients were computed from a comparison of the scores (number correct) between the 

penultimate and final pretest  practice trials. Scores for immediate and delayed recall presented in Table 

4.3 were computed from the total number of wordlnumber associations correctly recalled. for each subject 

on each of the final two pre-test practice trials, irrespective of wordhumber position. 

Most tests demonstrated acceptabli test-retest correlation coefhiedts indicating their reasonable 

reliability. Apart from the copying test, the estimated test-retest accuracy of the psychological tests fell 

between 70 and 80%. 

During the initial block practice session. attempted and correct performance scores showed a large 

improvement while error scores were high and demonstrated a wide variability among subjects. Prior to 

the experimental trials, subjects were given feedback on their performance scores following the block 

practice session. This served to reduce the error scme and error variance quite considerably for successive 

practice trials on the individual tests. Figures showing progression of the performance scores on individual 

tests in the test battery, throughout the block practice sessions and the six pretrial practice sessions, arc 

presented in Appendlx 5. 

Although correct scores on most tests were on a plateau of performance by the final block practice 

trial, some learning was still evident across experimental trials. Learning/practice effects were estimated 

from linear regression curves fitted to the pretest practice trial data (practice trials 6 to 11). Percent 

increases in performance across these trials were calculated from differences in the correct score between 

the first and last pretest practice trial (scores being derived from the regression equations) (me  able 4.3). 

Improvement due to learning ranged from 3% for the copying task to 3W0 for immediate recall 

between the fist  and last pretest practice trial. These learning effects were, however. accounted for 

through a fully balanced, randomized presentation of the three hypercapnic levels and two pressure levels. 

across the subject population. 



Table 4.3: Test-retest reliability coefficients and learning effects for performance on the tasks 
included in the test battery (n=12). Performance nleasures are the mean number of 'correct 
responses/scores for each test. 

Performance Practice Practice r r2 Percent 
Test Tnal 10 Trial 11 learning 

(SCORE) (SCORE) increase 
MEAN? SEM MEANSEM 

COPY 82.75 f3.87 84.08 k3.30 0.75. 0.57 3 
Math 19.50 k2.17 26.08 S .28  0.88. 0.77 18 
Ncomp 14.92 f 1.03 13.83 M.63 0.87. 0.76 16 
Stroop 143.08 f9.03 142.83 k5.46 0.85, 0.73 10 
Purdue 47.91 f1.75 48.83 k1.50 0.83. 0.70 15 
IR . 7.42 S . 8 1  7.46 H.88 0.84. 0.72 30 
DR 5.92 21.04 5.67 H.94 0.89' 0.79 26 

Abbreviations: IR = Immediate recall, DR = Delayed recall. Ncomp = Number comparison 
test 

p4.05 
r = Pearson product moment correlation coefficient (critical value = 0.576, df=lO, alpha=0.05). 
r2 = Coefficient of determination. 
Learning effects were estimated from linear regression curves fitted to the pre-test practice 
trial data (practice trials 6 to 11). Percent increases in performance over these practice trials 
were calculated from the correct score difference, between first and last pre-test practice trial. 
derived from the regression equations. 



4.3.2 P e r m c e  Test Scues 

-/ 
6. Mean performance test scores for each task on the test battery, under all experimental conditions, 

are shown in Table 4.4. The performance scores for each task were compared with their respective conml 

values at 1 ATA under the non-rebreathing condition (column 1. Table 4.4). --__ The resulting mean 

percentage change in performance scores for the different PETCO, tensions at each pressure level are 

illustrated in Table 4.5. This Table also shows 'he results of the Tukey's Post hoc analysis following 

significant main effects for pElc0, on the two-way ANOVA. 

No interaction was found between PIN, and P&O, (pd.05) on any of the performance scores 

which demonmated a significant main'effect for CO,. Consequently. for the purpose of Post hoc analysis, 

the end-tidal CO, dependent measures were collapsed over the two levels of PIN,. Thus the significant 

differences shown in Table 4.5 for the 6 ATA data represent significant changes in scores for the combined 

CO, data at 1 and 6 ATA 

Tables 4.6A and B provide sum& statistics for the main effect of PIN, on performance scores at 

the two pressure levels. Raw analysis of variance results for PJZ-$O~ and interaction effects, along with 

Post hoc analysis mamices Tables are presented in Appendix 6. The outcome of this analysis, with 

reference to the above cited Tables, is presented for each performance test separately below. 

4.3.3 Copying Test 

Figures 4.44 B and C denote the relationship between performance scores on the Copying test and / 

the P&O, tensions at each pressure level. A significant main effect of end-tidal CO, on the 

nurnber/portion of patterns attempted (F= 13.53; df= 2,22; p4.05) and the total number correct (F= 

14.28; df= 2, 22; pe0.05) was evident following the two-way analysis of variance. Pmt hoc analysis 

revealed statistically significant deteriorations on these performance scores between the non-rebreathing 

condition and the medium and hlgh P@O, tensions at both pressure levels (p4.05). While the number 

of errors on the copying test was unaffected by C 0 ,  (F= 1.57; df= 2.22; ~ 9 . 0 5 ) .  inspired N,  on the o h r  

hand demonstrated a statistically significant influence on the error score (F= 18.17; df= 1, 11; p4.05). At 6 

ATA the nymber of errors increased on average 102 percent over performance on the copying test at 1 

ATA In contrast, inspired N, had no effect on the number of figures attempted (F= 0.31; df= 1. 11; 

p>0.05). An insignificant interaction between the PIN, and P E ~ ,  was found for all performance scores 

on the copying test (attempted F= 0.06; error F= 0.29; correct F= 0.11; df= 2. 22; pa.05). 



Table 4.4: Effects of d-t idal  PCO, on performance test scores while breathing air at 1 
ATA and 6 ATA. Mean values f S.EM. (n=12). 

6 ATA 1 ATA 

Mean End-tidal CO, tensions (mmHg) 

.LOW MEDIUM ~ G H  ' LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
29.0 46.8 55.1 29.1 47.9 58.6 

COPY ing 
Test 
Attempted 
Errors 
Correct 

Math Test 
Attempted 
Enors 
Correct 

NComp Test 
Anemp ted 
Errors 
Correct 

Shoop Test 
Attempted 
Errors 
Correct 

IR (No. of 
Con. recalls) 
DR(No. of 
Con. recalls) 

Purdue 
Pegboard 
(h 
assbld/rnin) 

Abbreviations: IR = Immediate recall. DR = Delayed recall, Ncomp = Number comparison 
test 



Table 4.5: Mean percentage change in performance scores as compared to control values at 1 
ATA (cJ, Table 4.4, 1st column). 

1 ATA 6 ATA B 

Mean End-tidal COI tension (mmHg) 

MEDIUM HIGH LOW MEDIUM , HIGH 
46.8 55.1 29.1 47.9 58.6 

Copying Test 
Attempted 
Errors 
Correct a -8.4 - 

Math Test 
Attempted 
Errors 
Correct -8.7 -23.1 -15.4 

t 

NCornp Test 
Attempted -3.5 -11.1 -2.8 - - 
Errors +133.0 0.0 +233.0 +166.7 +433.3 
Correct -5.8 -11.5 - - - 

Stroop Test 
Attempted 
Errors 
Correct -6.1 -13.4 - - -26.8 

IR (No. of 
Con' recalls) 
DR(No. of 
COG. recalls) -20.0 -23.6 -27.3 -48.1 -63.6 

Purdue 
Pegboard 

Underscores represent those performance values significantly different (p4.05) between: LOW 
and MEDIUM (*), MEDIUM and HIGH (t) and, LOW and HIGH ($) hypercapnic 
conditions following Post hoc analysis. For calrity Post hoc analysis is shown only on the 6 
ATA data. This analysis represents the CO, data collapsed across both pressure levels (see 
text for details). 
Abbreviations: as for Table 4.4. 



Table 4.6A: Summary statistics for the mean percent decrement in performance scores between 
1 and 6 ATA on the individual tasks in the test battery. (Data collapsed across the CO, 
levels). 

Performance Percent 
Test Decrement MSE F P 

Copying Test 
(Correct score) 

Math Test 
(Correct score) 

NComp Test 
(Correct score) 

Stroop Test 
(Correct score) 

IR 
(Total score) 

(Primacy) 

(Recency) 

DR 
(Total score) 

(Primacy) 

(Recency) , 

Purdue 
Pegboard 
(RE 
assbld/min) 

df = 1, 11 
n = 12 

~ 4 . 0 5  
Abbreviations: IR = Immediate recall, DR ,= Delayed recall, Ncomp = Number comparison 
test. 
NS = Not significant 
MSE = Mean square of the enor term (within-group variance estimate). 



Table 4.6B: Summary statistics for the mean percent change in performance scores between 1 
and 6 ATA on the cognitive tasks in the test battery. (Data collapsed across the CO, levels). 

Performance Percent 
Test Change - MSE F P 

Copying Test 
(Attempted 
score) 
(Error score) 

Math Test 
(Attempted 
score) 
(Error score) 

NComp Test 
(Attempted 
score) 
(Error score) 

Stroop Test 
(Attempted 
score) 
(Error score) 

df = 1, 11 
n = 12 

~ 0 . 0 5  
Abbreviations: IR = Immediate recall. DR = Delayed recall, Ncomp = Number compar~son 9 

test 
NS = Not significant 
MSE = Mean square of the error term (within-group variance estimate). 
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Figure 3.4. Separate and combined effects of changer in PIN, and PE$O, on pedormvlce 
scores in the Copying test. A: Number/portion of patterns attempted. B: Number/portion of 
patterns correct C: Number of errors. Bars represent SEM (n=IZ). 
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Flgure 4.5. Separate and combined effects of changes in P I \ ;  and Pr:-j.C'O on perforrrl;ince 
scores in the Math test. A: ' Yumber of problems attempted. 13: \umber of problems correct. 
C: Yumber of incorrectl! solved problems. Bars represent SEV (n=l2). 



4.3.4 Math Test 

The overall relationship between end-tidal C0, and the individual performance scores on the Math 

test at each pressure level are shown in Figures 4.5 A, B and C. At 6 ATA the number of problems 

attempted dropped significantly by an average of 16 petcent compared to the mean number of problems 

attempted at 1 ATA (F= 29.16; df= 1, 11; p4.05). This contributed to a statistically significant 22 percent 

reduction in the number of problems correctly solved at 6 ATA (F= 26.59; df= 1.11; ~ 4 . 0 5 ) .  Both the 

inspired N, and end-tidal CO, had no effect on the number of errors generated on the Math test (F 

A significant main effect of P f l O ,  was found for both the number of problems attempted (F= 

26.07; df= 2, 22; p4.05) and the nurnber of problems correct (F= 20.31; df= 2.22; p4.05). Post hoc 

analysis indicated the statistically significant decrements on the attempted and correct score occurred 

between the no-rebreathing conQtion and the high P f l 0 ,  tensions as well as between the medium and 

high P f l 0 ,  tensions at both pressure levels ( ~ 4 . 0 5 ) .  Again, all performance tests indicated the absence 

of an interaction between inspired N, and end-tidal CO, (attempted F= 0.39; error F= 1.28; correct F= 

0.21; df= 2. 22; pN.05). 

4.3.5 Number Comparison Test 

The relationship between the performance scores on the Number Comparison test and the PETCO, 

tension for each pressure level are 4.6 A, B and C. A significant main effect of 
.dq 

end- tidal CO, on the number of comparisons attempted (F= 4.39; df= 2.22; p < O . O ~ ~ s  well as the number 

correct (F= 4.99; df 2, 22; p4.05) were found following the two-way analysis of variance. Post hoc 

analysis revealed a statisucally significant decrement for the attempted and correct scores only under the 

high P*O, tensions at each pressure level. when compared to the non-reabreathing conditions (p<O.O5), 

When the PIN, was raised from 0.79 ATA to 4.74 ATA there was little effect on the number of correct 

comparisons made (F= 3.04; df= 1.11; p>0.05) and number attempted (F= 0.08; df= 1. 11; pa.05); 

however, the number of incorrect comparisons at 6 ATA increased significantly, on average 152 percent, 

compared to error scores at 1 ATA (F= 10.15; df= 1, 11 ; ~ 4 . 0 5 ) .  The error score on the number 

comparison test was the only performance score on the whole test battery that indxated a statistically 

significant interaction between inspired N1 and end-tidal CO, (F= 3.99; df= 2.22; p4.05). 
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Figure 4.6. Separate and combined effects of changes in PIX? and PE-$O, on performance 
scores in the Number comparison test. A: Number attempted. B: Number correct. C: Number 
of errors. Bars represent SEM (n=12). 



4.3.6 Strwp Test 

Figures 4.7 A, B and C indicate the relationship between end-tidal C02 and the performance scores 

on the Sump test A significant main effect of CO, was revealed for the attempted  score(^= 14.14; df= 2. 

22; p4.05) as well as for the number of letters correctly crossed out (F= 12.65; df= 2.22; ~ 4 . 0 5 ) .  Post 

hoc analysis indicated that for both these performance scores statistically significant decrements (p4.05) 

occured when the P@O, was raised from resting tensions to approximatly 47 mmHg at both pressure 

levels. 

On average, -the number of letters crossed out decreased by 10 percent (F= 16.32; df= 1.11; ~ 4 . 0 5 ) .  

the number correct by 11 percent (F= 17.92; df= 1.11; p4.05) and the nurnber of errors increased by 90 

percent (F= 7.56; df= 1, 11; px0.05) when the ambient pressure was raised from 1 ATA to 6 ATA. Neither 

attempted, correct nor error scores exhibited a statistically significant interaction between inspired N, and 

end-tidal C0,  (attempted F= 0.82; error F= 0.60; correct F= 0.87; df= 2, 22; pN.05). 

Analysis of variance &splayed significant main effects for both P f l O ,  (F= 17.14; df= 2.22; 

~ 4 . 0 5 )  and PIN, (F= 15.67; df= 1. 11; pcO.05) on the number/parts assembled on the Purdue pegboard 

task. On average the number of parts assembled in 1 minute decreased by 9 percent when the ambient 

pressure was raised from 1 ATA to 6 ATA. When the PETCO, was raised at a constant ambient pressure 

there was a gradual decline in the number of assemblies completed at each pressure level with increasing 

PETCO] tensions. Post hoc analysis revealed the main statistically significant effects on performance 

(p4.05) occured when the P f l O I  tension was raised to 55 rnrnHg at each pr-e level. In addition, 

scores on this task were statistically significantly lower at the high level of P f 1 0 2  when compared to 

performance under the medurn level of hypercapnia ( ~ 4 . 0 5 ) .  

The relationship between the number of parts assembled and the P@O, at each pressure level is 

presented in Figure 4.8. The two sets of scores obtained at 1 ATA and 6 ATA respectively, show a 

progressive and almost parallel decrease as the P@O, tension rises. This was evident From the analysis 

of variance which indmted a statistically insignificant F ratio for the interaction effect on the number of 

assemblies constructed in one minute (F= 0.08; df= 2, 22; pN.05). 
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Figure 4.7. Separate and combined effects of changes in PIN, and PETCO, on performance 
scores in the Stroop test. A: humber of letters attempted. B: Number of letters correctly - 

crossed out. C: Number of letters incorrect crossed out. Bars represent SEM (n42).  
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Figure 4.8. Separate and combined effects of changes in PIN, and  PESO^ on performance 
on the Purdue pegboard. Bars represent SEM (n=12). 
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4.3.8 Immediate Recall 

When the ambient pressure was raised from 1 to 6 ATA the total number of word/number pairs 

co;rec! following immechate recall fell on average 36 percent (approsirnatiy 2 word/number pairs) (F= 

56.30; df= 1. 11; p4J.05) (see the venical distance between curves in Figure 4.9A). After subjecting the 

rnrnar! and recent! revonses on be, serial word/nurnber curve to a separate anal!.sis of variance. a 

significant main effect of PI&: w2s found on the recency portion or  ine c u m  (F= 14.44; di= 1, 11; ~ ~ 0 . 0 5 ) .  

bul nor on the pnmacy (F= ;.Oh: df= 1. 11; p>O.Oj). These resuls indicate that recall of the first few 

word!number pairs was uriaffected at the higher ambient pressure whereas recall of the last two 

word'number pairs was significanrly hindered at 6 ATA. 

.41tbou_rh mcreasing P e O :  tensions produced a significanr decrease in the  total number of 

wordmmbar  pairs remembered conectl! during immediate recall (F= 4.67; df= 2, 22; p4.05j. this 

decrement could nor be te attributed solely to an effect on the primacy (F= 0.Z; df= 2.22: p>0.05) or 

recency (F= 1.55, df= 2. 2; ~ 9 . 0 5 )  portion of the curve. This is illusmted in Figures 4.10A and B, where 

the probabilit! of recall for a parucular wrd/number position is ploned for the three levels of P 6 O 2  at 



surface and depth respectively. Analysis of variance also indicated an insignificant interaction between 

PIN, and -0, tensions on the total number of word/number pairs recalled correctly (F- 0.69; df- 2. - 

Delayed r e d l  of the word/number pairs was administered 15 minutes after initial presentation of 

the word/number list At this point during the experiment the subject was removed from the rtbrcathing 

apparatus and had been breathmg atmospheric air containing normal tensions of inspired CO, for tit least 5 

minutes. During the 6 ATA conditions delayed recall was administered a! the first decompression stop 

(approximately 12 msw following a 20 minute dive schedule at 51 msw). Consequently, delayed recall ., 

following experimental trials was administered under lower QN1 tensions at non-narcotic pressures. 

Although there was a statistically insignificant effect of end-tidal CO, on the total number of 

word/nurnber pairs recalled during delayed recall (F= 3.36; df= 2. 22; pN.05). performance was 

significantly reduced following the 6 ATA dives (F= 24.00; df= 1. 11; p4.05) (see Figure 4.9B). This 
u 

decrement occured predominantly in the primacy portion of the word/nurnber series c w e  (F= 9.00; df= 1. 

11; p4.05) with little e f fm on the recency portion of the curve (F= 2.66; df= 1. 11; pN.05). (see figures 

4.11A and 4.11B) Again there was no interaction between PIN, and Pf lO,  tensions (F= 0.38; df'= 2. 22; 
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Figure 4.9. Seplnte and combined effects of changes in PIT: and -0, on immediate 
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A. DELAYED RECALL SURFACE 
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B. DELAYED RECALL 6 ATA 
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figure 4.11. Probability of delayed recall as a function of serial position on the paired 
~ D K m o r p E t s t ~ ~ t O m , m e d k f m ~ h i g t t f C O ~ ~ a t 1  

f ATA (A), and 6 ATA (B) of gresme. Emr bars are ommited for tbe sakec of ctaritg. 
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DISCUSSION * , 

Many interfering v-bles, other than raised partial pressures of inspired gases, may influence 

man's performance and efficiency in the hyperbaric environment Factors such as anxiety, adaptation, 

practice effects and leaning can significantly contaminate data and produce~miol&ding mula (for a 

review see Bachrach, 1975). To reduce brseliminate the influence of these interfering variables special 

measures were taken in the design and protocol ef the experiments. Nine of the twelve test subjects had 

previously participated in s h i k  hyperbaric air experiments and were familiar with the hyperbaric 

chamber, as well as, the m r e s s s e d  air environmenL The three remaining novice subjects were provided 

with extensive information on chamber operations and protedures, and completed a training dive to 2 ATA 

of pressure prior to experimental uials. Before starting the experimental sessions, subjects performed 

extensive practice trials on each performance test in the test battery. This reduced intra-subject variability 

on the individual tests and ensured stable scores were obtained prior to the experimental sessions. T 

Therefore previous test naivete, was not a significant factor in the experiment Any further 1earning.or 

practice effects, as well as, possible adaptation across experimental trials, were counterbalpced by the 

experimental design. The experimental design also permitted assessment of the effects on performance 

when the partial pressure of N, and CO, were raised individually a s  well as simultaneously. By analyzing 

the data in this way ir was possible to divide performance impairment into N, and CO, components. 
? 

5.0.10 Nitrogen Eflect 

Raising the ambient pressure from 1 to 6 ATA produced an approximate 4.0 ATA increase in the inspired 

nitrogen pressure. The effkt of this PIN, increase on performance is demonstrated by the vertical distance 
3 /' 

d 

between each pair of curves for performance scores on the individual tasks presented in the Results. Both 

the Copying test and the Number comparisbn test demonstrated little alteration in the'attempted or corrcct 

m r e s  under narcosis. This may indicate the level of narcosis at 6 ATA was insumcient to cause signifitant 

slowing of perceptual speed or flexibility of closure. On the other hand. the enor score on both these tests; 

showed a significant increase at 6 ATA One explanation for this could, be that subjects were experiencing 

vlsual or perceptual disturbances as a result of some kind of structural or functional deficit induced by the 

narcosis, but thrs explanation is unlikely as non of the s u b j m  reported any kind of visual disturbance at 

depth. Unfortxmately, formal quantification of subjective experiences at depth were not measured and 

the~efore d u s i o n s  on subjective effects of narcosis are lirniued; 

56 



In studies on compressed air narcosis at pressures in excess of 10 ATA, some deterioration in-visual 

disnimination d d  c h q k  in fhe visual figure background contrast have been reported (Adolfson & 

Mwen, 1985). The presure of N, at these depths, however, is excessive and it is cqly when the human 

limits of compressed air .tolerance are reached, that reports of psychosend changes begin to appear. 

- A more likely explanation for the increase. in error scores may be provided on the basis-of the 

speed-accuracy hahue of these tests. The euphoria and exubepce, as a amsequence of the narcosis, may 

have resulted in disinclination of the subjects to maintain a &en spe-ed-accufaty setting.C It may be that 

the subjects preferred to divide the impact of narcosis between speed and accuracy. 2 e  significant error 

scores may be viewed as st~ategic changes rather than structural or functional deficits of the visual 

processing system. A contributing factor in the signihcani error score on the Copying task could aiso be, in 
a 

part, due to a motor cumponent in the test Fine manual dexterity was found to be significantly eEeaed at 

6"ATA, and therefore, impaired fine muscular coordination may have led te some inaccuracies while 

drawing the four line geometrical figures. 

As perceptual speed has been related to fle6bilty of closure (Pawlik, 1966; Ekstiom, 1973), it was 
ri 

expected that s i n i ! ~  results would be produced by the Number comparison and the Copying task. Both 

a require the subject to make a visuai match but disembedding is required in flexibility of closure, while 
1 

mere location is required in the perceptual speed test (Ekstrom et d. 1976). The results, despite the 

differences between tests and the aforementioned explanation of the error scores, agree with other studies 
\ 

I which ha; investigated visual functions, unmmplicapd by motor or cognitive processes. Biersner (1972), 

using 30% NIO to simulate the anaesthetic properties of air at 7.4 ATA found no changes in visual acuity, . 

acco&odation or visual memory. In addition, Schellart (1976), reported only mall and inbnsequentid 

1&es of visual acuity for subjects breathing air at 7 ATA in a diving tank. In conclusion, it is unlikely that 

. narcosis at this depth effects perceptual speed and flexibility of closure at a structural level. However, the 

name of the particular tests, used to assess these factors, is susceptible to motivational and strategic 
- changes induced by the narcotic condition. - 

The Suoop test conversely, demonstrat& a significant decrease in the number of letters crossed-out 

and a significant increase in the error score: These findings imply a reduced ability to make simple 
C 

decisions quickly and correctly. This sirggesfs slowing of neural processes involved in reasoning and 

immediate memory and an ~ ~ e s s  on behalf of the subject tb maintain az zmte setting. A 

fomparison of this test with those 6 the literature is complicated by procedural differences and diverse 



variations of the Stroop test employed by various investigators It is interesting to note. that Hesser at al. 

(1971), reported sigdicant Q~0.05) 16% decrement on the timing score for their version of the S m p  . 

wlour-word test A l h u g h  enors were monitored on this task no consistent changes occurred with the 

f7 increase in N, pressure. 

Conmitry to the above mt discrependes, the exact same arithmetic task employed by Hesscr el d.  
U 

(1978) was used in the prsent rmdy. A s ign f i i t  10% drop in both the number of problems attempted 

and the number of correctly solved problems was noted by Hesser et d. when the inspired PN, was raised 

by 6.3 ATA at a constant inspired PO,, which was somewhat smaller than the decrement observed on the 

same scores in the present study. l E s  is also contrw to a 1.5 ATA greater difference in the PIN, pressure 

between control and depth mditions in Hesser et d.'s study. The unexpected disparity maybe partly 

explained by the approximate 1 ATA difference in inspired PO, between surface and 6 ATA in the present 
QJ- 

study. - 
It has been shown that an increase in PO, of this magnitude can result in a significant decrement IJ 

"4 

arithmetic skill (Hesser et al. 1978). It is therefore hkely that the raised inspired PO, at 6 ATA would have 

contributed to some portion of the significant decrement noted in this test and in many of &e other test! of 

cognitive function. Other factors which qay cause variations between tests may be due to subject 

susceptibilty to narcosis and experimentd procedural differences. An explanaiion, for decremenrs seen on 

&us seemingly simple ccgmtive task, is made difficult by the complex number of underlying processes 

imponant in producing successful responses. 

Simple arithmetic manipulation is thought to be part of an "automatic" process factor, incorporating 

both number f a a t y  and perceptual speed which is not a major component in mathematical'reasoning or 

hgher mathematical skills (Ekstrom et d. 1976). According to Canoll (1974), basic arithmetic operations 

involve both "retrieving appropriate number assdclahons and algorithms from long-term memory and 

performing send operations a the stimulus materials' using these associations and algorithms" in working 

memory. Using this concept Fowler and Granger (1981) have proposed an explanation of why simple 
- 

arithmetic tests are degraded by narms. The decrement in the number of problems awmpted is thought 

ro be a result of a slowing of the operation involved in each stage of promsing of the interim computations 

by the narcosis. In the present arithmetic task there were two distinct arithmefic operations. Firstly, the /' 
subject had u, determine the product of a one by one digit multiplication, and secondy, a add or subtract 

tb result fm a two digit number. Slowing of the two processes by naruxis, a u l d  therefore lead to the 
e 



C ,---- 
. lower aaempted score not& at 6 ATA 

Increased enors on arithmetic tests at depth have been attributed to forgetting of the interim 

calculations stored in STM, as a result of the increased time (slowing due to nafcosis) required to carry out 

operations utilizing LTM (Fowler & Granger, 1981). There may also be, insufficient slowing to maintain 

accuracy constant due to a strategic change in the speed accuracy setting employed by the subject 

Although there was a 40% increase in the mean number of errors on the arithmetic test at 6 ATA, this 

performance impairment was not significanr 

The results of the Snoop and the math test, clearly indicate that raised nitrogen partial pressures 

impared cognitive ability. However, a signtficant decrement in pyschomotor performance was unexpected 

a1 6 ATA. kevious studies have shown little effect of narcosis on manual dexterity using the Vagland 

screw plate rest even up to 8 ATA of pressure (Adolfson, 1965; Hesser et al. 1978). These findings have 

led to'the conclusion that ninogen narcosis degrades psychomotor skill to a lesser extent than cognitive 

function (Eachrach, 1975). Unfortunately, one of the problems with comparing different psychomotor 

tasks, presumed to measure the same variable, is that they may in fact be measuring subtle but important 

/' differences in dexterity. Factor analysis of human performance has shown that a frne coordination test 

s ~ c h  as the Purdue pegbard, is really a finger dexterity exercise while manual dexterity is a factor 

reserved for arm and hand; a a m h i t i o n  more gross than the finger dexterity of the pegboard (Bachrach. 

1975). As a r e s d ~  it maybe argued that the k d u e  pegboard would be more sensitive to narcosis 

decrement than the Vagland saew plate test 

Bennett and T o w  (1971) have also indicated the Purdue pegboard to be more sensitive to 

psychomotor impairment by narcosis than either th'e touch or ball bearing test Although these authors 

-. note a decrement in performance on the Purdue pegboard at pressures between 6.5 and 7.5 ATA they 

neglect to say whether-the impairment was significant The worst scenario they report is a mean decrease 

of 7.1% in finger dexterity at 7.5 ATA compared to surface control values A similar percent decrement 

(?.%), m psychomotor performance on th_e Puxdue pegboard, was reported by Kiessling and Maag (1962). ' 

However. these authors' muth*ere s i g n i f k t  at a much lower pressure of 4 ATA In mmpari'son, the 
7 

% decrement an the Purdue pegboard at 6 ATA noted in the present study agrees favourably with the 
. 

results of Kiessling and Maag, and therefore lends support to the observation of significant decrements on 

fine manual dexterity at mmpantively low N, pressures. Immediate and delayed recall, conve&ly, , 

demonsmted large dmernents at 6 ATA Compared to performance on the Purdue kboard, memory 



impairment under narcosis was f w r  times greater than the decrement shown for fine manual dexterity. 

While the immediate recall (IR) test may be considered a STM task on the basis of elapsed time 

(Fowler et d. 1980). the serial position curve-analysts revealed that a single overall performance measure 

amcealed the fact that not all parts of the task were affected in the same manner by compressed air 

nam>sis It was found that, when breathing hyperbaric air at 6 ATA, immediate recall was significantly 

affected in the recency portion of the curve but not in the primacy porlion. Although the pemnt 
# 

decrement in the total number of words recalled on this test is similar to the 0bSe~a t ion~  reported by 

Fowler et d. on a free recall task while under the influence of 35% N,O; a comparison of the primacy and 

recency responm with those in the latter study are contradictory. 

Fowler et d. (1980) concluded from their results that a significant dmement in the primacy 

response was indicative of an impairment in (long term memory) LTM, while the insignificant change in 

the recency response suggested (short term memory) STM was unaffected by the narcosis. This conclusion 

was based on the commonly held view that the primacy portions of the curve represent LTM while the 

recency portion of the curve represents STM (Atkinson and Shiffrin. 1971; Glanzer, 1972). 

\ The present results, however pomay an opposing view, in that hyperbaric air appears to aff'ect the 

recenq, and not the primacy portion of the serial response curve. Based on these observations ir would 

appear that narcosis impairs STM but not LTM but the reason fcr this discrepancy is unclear. One 

explanation could be due to the different approaches to analysis of the primacy and recency responses on 

the serial position curves employed by Fowler er uf. (1980) and the present study. Fowler t t  al. (1980) 

- used aLtotal of 15 words in their serial word list. and determined primacy and recency responses from p 1  

fix inspection of the send response curve. The recency response was determined from the final part of 

the serial response curve (serial positions 9-15), showing a positive slope, while the pnrnacy response was - 

defrned as the initial part of the serial response curve that demonstrated a negative slope. Although 

statisaid analysis was provided for the recency response, no statisics or mention of the actual serial 

positions considered to represent the primacy effect were reported. In comparison, the present study 
i 

determined primacy and recency responses on o priori grounds, based on cri terion according ro the 

literature (see Section 3.0.6). 

An alternative expimation couid be that hyperbaric air and N,O may produce a different pattern of 

e f f m  on immediate recall responser. However, most of the evidence points tdwards a commonality of 

effecrs of these two agents for memory recall (Steinberg. 1957; Fowler. 1g3; Fowler and Ackles. 1975; 



+ 
Bimner et d.. 19$1; Fowler er ul. 1980). 'Nevertheless. t h k  has been some dsagrerment in the literature 

between the etTens of hyperbaric air and NN,O on STM A brief discussion on thispoint was made 6 

The possibility of a strategic change as a result of the narcosis cannot k ruled out  At pressure. 

when the immediate recall respcmse sheet was presented, subjects may have chosen to begm r&ng the 

word/number associations presented at the start of the list before those associations at the end of the list 

AS the more recently praented assodations would have had $ss time to be rehearsed in STM,  it could be 

hypothesised that during recall there would be a high ility that they would be forgotten or lost From - 
STM unless rehearsed or reponed immediately. associations would therefore be most ' 

pronounced if the subject chose to attempt recall of the earlier associations before the latter associations. 

At surface an alternate and more common suategy may have been used for r d .  Klatzky (1975) 

noted on similar memory tasks that subjects usually tended to report words from ?he end of the list, fust 

Consequently, those items stored in STM were immediately retrieved resulting in the classic recency effect 

Thus, if the majority of subjects had employed the first strategy at depth and the latter strategy at surface, 

this may explain the unexpected results obtained for the primacy and recency responses on the immediate 

recall test Unfortunately, conclusive evidence for this arguement is not available from the current data, 

however this speculation provides an avenue for further research into leaming/recalJ strategies under 

narcosis. 

Although the insignificant change for the primacy effect during immediate recall, indicated narcosis 

had little effect on LTM, a subsequent test of delayed recall suggested quite the conmry. Based on 

elapsed-time and the fact the subjects completed distractor tasks between presentation of the associations 

and delayed recall, responses on the DR test could be considered as representative of LTh4 function. 

All DR tests, following surface lnals and depth uials, were conducted under non-narcotic conditions 

and ar normocapnic levels. Consequently. the decrement found for DR following dive trials was unlikely 
. @ 

ro result from impaired remeval from the4ong-term store. The fact that response sheets contained word 

cues to aid in remeval of assodations (Fowler et al. 1980) lends suength tl, the argument This implicates 

mpur to LTM as the source of thae-aming deficit under narcosis. 

This view, however, is far from conclusive as it is based on indirect inference rather than direct 

cndencc. Indeed other studies have pointed toward a cmpietely.opposite view (Gho~eim et al. 1981;" 



Adam 1W3; 1976). Thrrty percent NjO has been found to impair DR on a multiple trial free recall test 

~rrespective of whether subpa I d  the material under the influence of N,O or nor (Ghoncim et d. 

1981). Similar observations have also been-found using subanaesthetic cannnuations of fluroxene and 

halathane (Adam 1976). Additionally. Adam (1973) reported that fomd  choice recognition of material. 

learned while breathing N,O, improved after the event These fmdings have led to the hypothesis thatthe 

effects of general anaesthetics on memory could be explained by a disruption of the processing rquired to 

both e r n e  information into LTM and to retrieve it (Adam 1979). It is not clear in these experiments, 

whether narcosis impairs remeval by directly reducing the accessibility of memory traces or by reducing 

the subjects' motivation to attempt recall of difficult or poorly learned items (Ghoneim et al. 1981). 

Support for an alternative hypothesis, maintaining that there is a failure to input information into 

LTM due to some structural deficit, has also been strong (Fowler 1973; Fowler el al. 1980; Fowler & 

Granger 1981; Steinberg 1954). These authors conform to the view that input to, rather than retrieval 

from, LTM is the source of the learning deficit under n a r d s .  This proposal was based on the 

obsemations that a learning deficit induced by hyperbaric air or N,O was not ameliorated by a return to , 

the n o d  state (Steinberg 1954; Fowler 1973). word cueing (Fowler et al. 1980) or forced choice 

rtmgmtion (Fowler & Granger 1981). Althougb the present da$ implicate a failure/redlrced capacity to 

input information into LTM at depth, conclusions regarding remeval from LTM as a possible source ol' the 

memory deficit can not be made, as no measure of delayed recall was made under narcotic conditiAons. 

An explanation of the narcotic deficits on LTM has been provided by Fowler er al. (1987). Using 

35% N,O they noted that narcosis altered the oven rehearsal strategy on a word list task. I t  was f&nd 

there was a decrease in the overall rate of rehearsal, as well as, a decrease in the ponjon of the words that 

were rehearsed from the earlier part of the list As rehearsal is regarded as an encoding process which 

serves to reinforce items into memory (Klatzky 1975; Geiselman et al. 1982). a slowing of this process 

would result in impaired input into LTM. Consequently, DR responses following exposure to narmis 

would show an impairment that would tend to be greater in the primacy portion. of the serial response 

curve, than the recency portion As no attempt was made to monitor rehearsal strategies of the subjects in 

the current study, comments on the above explanation are merely speculative. The DR responses do. 

however, reveal similar results for primacy and recency effects as those found by Fowler et al. (1980) for 

IR on a word k task. 



Due to the shortage of objective research on the effects of high PCO, levels on cognitive 

perfornaance at increased ambient pressure, there is anly a limited number of studies with which a 

comparison of the present data can be made. 

At surface pressures, a recent study by Sayers et ai. (1987) found that -0, p r m e s  above 51 

Ton rignifmndy slowed peiformance on a reasoning task (AB logic problems). but had little effect on 

accuracy of rea~~ning. These authors also noted a significant rise in irritability and discomfort when 

subjects were exposed to inspired CO, concentrations A%. Alertness, as well as, registration and recall of 

long-term memory were not affected by high concentrations of CO, (6.5%) (Sayers et al. 1987). 

Although no am&t was made to quantify the subjective reports of subjects in the present study, it 

was interesting to note that most subjects became more irritable, and found it harder to concentrate on the 

tasks when they were exposed to high levels of CO,. Objectively though, the pattern of results on the 

cognitive tests were similar to those reponed for the reasoning test in Sayers et d.'s study. Noticeably on 

all the tests involving a speed and accuracy component in the performance scores, the decrement caused by 

hypercapnia was consistantly due to a slowing of performance rather than an effect on the accuracy of 
d 

responding. 

Further eddence of slowed processing induced by high levels of CO1 has been provided by Hesser 

et d. (1971, 1978). These authors noted a significant 37% decrease in the number of arithmetic problems 

ammpted when the end-tidal CO, was raised from 35 to 58 mmHg at 8 ATA (Hesser et uf. 1978). Using 

this same arithmetic test the present results showed a 27% bop in the number of arithmetic 

anempted when the Pf lO,  tension was raised From 29 u, 59 mmHg at 6 ATA. The discrepancy between 

these results was likely due to subject variabilitj and the extent to which the arithmetic test was practiced. 

as well as differen& in experimental p r o w l .  

In the earlier study by Hesser'et d. (1971), CO, was again found to slow performance. In this 

study, the time score on a Snoop colour word test'both in 0, at 1.3 ATA and in air 

experiments at 6 ATA were significantly slower while of CO,. The f o r a t  of this test 

was quite different to the modified Strwp test used in the results 

demonstrated the same general uend on perfonnance at high PFJ€O, tensions. Visual perception and 

flexibility of closure were also significantly afTected by the high levels of C0,  at surface pressure and 6 



ATA Unformnately, the present data did not allow any d e f i t e  conclusions as to the immediate cause of 

the observed effects of CO, on these factors, or indeed on any of the cognitive and psychomotor tasks 

employed in the study. It is interesting to note. however. that subjective observations of poor concentration 

during hypercapnic exposure implied attentional pmceses may have been affected. Several subjects 

reported the hyperventilation assodated with high levels of CO1 caused some discomfon and was 

pamcularly distractive while completing the test battery. Concentration may also have been affected by 
i 

the hyperactivity assodated with high levels of CO,. The ph&logical dirornfons of hypercapnia do not. 

however, explain the statistical significant decrements found on some of the performance tests under the 

medium level of hypercapnia Under these conditions mean P@, tensions were only slightly above 

normal (47 mmHg) and ventilatory responses although elevated did not particularly stress the subjects. 

Physiologicaly it is believed that the symptoms of CNS hyperactivity are the paradoxical result of a 

depressant effect of CO, on the cerebral cortex, releasing subcortical centers from normally powerful 

inhibitory influences (Woodbwy & Karter 1950). This hyperactivity is manifested in extreme cases of CO, 

toxicity by convulsions. It is therefore not unreasonable to expect a certain degree of muscular tremor at 

lower concentrations of CO,. Given that this is true, the decrement in fine muscular coordination at 

end-tidal PCO, tensions greater than 55 mmHg could be a result of increased muscular tremor induced by 

the hyperactive effect of CO,. 

It is inmgueing to speculate that the physiologd hyperactivity induced by high levels of 

hypercapria may be related to the psychological phenomenon of arousal, and thus to attentional processes. 

Arousal refers to the level of physiological excitation and its influence on behaviour (Thayer 1978; 

Vanderivolf & Robinson 1981). "The contention that physical arousal influences attentional processes has 

been accepted as virtually axiomatic by most learning theorists" (cf. Tomporokski & Ellis 1986). One 

theory proposed by Easterbrook (1959) maintains that any variation in physical arousal will produce a 

change in anentional processes. Acco~ding to the words of Tomporowski & Ellis (19116, p339). 

- ..an increase in arousal will result in the shift or "narrowingw of attention to those 
components of a task that are central to correct performance; attention to those components 
that play a limited role in correct performance will be reduced. As the level of phys~cal 
arousal increases, the selection of task-relevant stimuli may be restricted because of conunued 
narrowing of attention and, as a result performance will deteriorate. 

If CO, hyperexcitab~lity an be considered as a form of physical arousal the above model would 

predict the same p a w  of performance on tests of information processing (such as in the mgniuvc tasks 

used in the present study), as the inverted-U theory does for motor perfromance (Tomporowski & Elhs 



1986). Evidenct for a similar partern of results between cognitive and psychornotar performance under 1 

high levels of PCO, was provided by the present results and by the experiments of Hesser et ai. (1971; 
a 

1978). Tfic model also predicts that compensatory strategies would anempt to maintain accuracy of 

proce9sing'at the expense of speed of processing when performance is affected by increased physical 

arousal levels, inkrdngly,  data on the cognitive tasks show this exact affect when P ~ f l ~  tensions were 

elevated beyond normocapnic levels. 

It  was further noted that some cognitive tests were more affected by C0, than others. A more 

recent extension of Easterbmk's model hypothesises that each individual has a fixed amount of attentional 

capacity that can be allotted to process incoming information (Kahneman 1973). Furthermore, some forms 

of information processing such as memory or spacial location occur automatically, whereas other processes 

such as imagery, rehearsal, and mnemonic techniques demand an effortful allocation of attention 

(Tomporowski & Ellis 1986). According to the present results, this observation is born out by the larger 

decrements noted for IR(33%) and DR(3596) compared to the Copying task (16%. (correct score)) and 

number cumparison &sk (12% (correct score)), when the PETCO, was raised from 29 to 57 mmHg. . 

Although the performance decrement for DR was nonsignificant, the calculated p value for the main effect 

of CO, was 0.052. 

In comparing the relative percent change in performance from test to test consideration of possible 

order effects should be taken into account As the test order remained the same throughout the . 

experiment due to practical reasons, i t  is likely that the latter tests may have been at a more stable level of 

CSF PCO,. In comparison, the earlier t s t s  may reflect conditions in which CSF PCO, was still increasing. 

Consequently. considerable mre should be taken when comparing one task to another. 

Pnmacy and recency scores on the memory task were unafiected by high levels of P&Ol. This 

suggested the impaired performance for IR was not confined to the word/nurnber associations at the end 

or stan of the list, but indicated all word/number pairs were equally affected by &s Whether 

rhe  decrement for IR was due to an impaired input or a reduced capacity to retrieve from memory, or due 

to bth. is uncertain. 

Returning to the arousal theory as a possible explanation for the performance decrements; it may be 

~dthatifCO2~manoveraKxtsalandh5peWN,producesaCNSciep&ordeawin 

arousal (Fowler et d .  1985; 1986). then why doesn't one effect ameliorate the other? 'fhis a m o l y  could 

be explained if COl narcosis and N2 narcosis produce their effects through unrelated m e d m i m s  that 



have no direct influence or interaction on each other. 'Indirect evidence is provided in the present study by 
I .  

the deparnne of-the ap i t ive  data from the predicted narcotic potency of CQ according to the lipid 

solubility theory of narmis (see Section 2.0.5). According to this theory. the lipid solubility of CO, is 13 

times greater than for N, O m e r  & Grebe 1958) and therefore should be approximatly 13 times as potent 

a narcotic The cognitive performance data, however, demonstrated CO, to be more than ten times as 

narcotic as predicted by the lipid solubility theory. This argument the lipid solubility theory is a 

valid interpretation of the mechamsm of oompressed air narcosis. hfortunately as was mentioned in 

Section 2.0.5, the underlying mechanism for inert gas narcosis is not fully understood. In addition. the 

lipid-like anaesthetic activity of CO, has not been tested because it seems to produce acidotic anaesthesia 

at much lower PCO, levels (Severinghaus 1974). It is therefore possible that CO, narcosis effects are 

related to hydrogen ions or to the extracellular pH (Eisele et al. 1967) which produce their effects at far 

lower PC02 levels than does molecular CO, in accordance with the lipid solubili~y iheory. 

Further evidence suggesting C02  has no direct influence or interaction with the N, efrect was also 

provided by the present results. It was observed that most performance curves at 1 and 6 ATA were 

approximately parallel to each other over the measured range of PE-rCO, tensions. This suggested 

changes in C02  tension had little effect~on the degree of narcosis produced by the high N, pressure itself. 

These observations further support the conclusions of Hesser et uf. (1971) "that variations in alveolar CO, 

tinsion have no significant influence on the magnitude of the nitrogen component in compressed air 

mrcosis." Thus the effect of high CO, pressures are purely additive in their effects on impaired cognitive 

and psychomotor 'performance at depth. 

With regard to a global threshold of PEICOI, above which cognitive performance shows significant 

decrements, the current data shows- no clear or consistant onset Hesser et d. (1978) reported "the, role of 
i 

C02 as a causative factor (in impairment of mental function) is negligible as long as the alveolar (arterial) 
i 

PCO, d m  not exceed 40 mmHg." Later work by Sayers et uf. (1987) observed a clear but higher 
' .  5 s -  

threshold of 51 Torr for the effect of -0, on a reasoning task. 

Evidence agatnst a threshold for 0, narcosis has been provided by the work of McAleary et al. 

(1%1).+ These authors f m d  the anaesthetic potency of N,O was altered by P a , ,  such that Its5 N 2 0  was 

required to induce loss of consciousness at high PCO, tensions. The relationship between anaesthetic 

potency of N 2 0  (the minimum alveolar concentration producing a nonresponsive anaesthetic state) and 

end-tidal PCO, tension, was found to be linear over the measured range (20 m.60 rnmHg).of P ~ O , .  . 



McAleary cr d. (1961) concluded from their results that CO, (or hy&en ions) has five tin& the 

anaesthetic potency of N,O. The present data prdvid& further evidence against a am&m ttirrshold 
' 

panicular task or cognitive f v c a  to hypercapnic stress This hew is W e d  by Schaefer (1974) who 

amtends that different areas of the brain have different sensitivities to C02. Thus the current dSa would 
+ .  

Indicate that the area of the brain responsible for visual perception and flexibility of clmure is less affected 

by CO, than the area of the brain responsible for immediate memory. 

5.0.12 VerUUory Respwrses to C02 Elevation al i and 6 AT A 

All but the baseline measures for the mean P J ~ C O ,  tensions at 1 and 6 ATA fell within the desired 

P e l  ranges specified prior to experimentation. The reason for the slight h p p n i a  during the non 

rebreathing conditions at surface and depth is uncertain. One possible explanation may be due to 

diffesences in length between the end-tidal sampling tube and the length of tubing used during calibration 

of the Wl ardyzer. As the end-tidal gas sample tubing was considerably longer than the calibration 

tubing. a larger pressure drop in the end-tidal gas sample line compared to that in the calibration 1ine.may 

have resulted in an artificially low reading for end-tidal CO, tensions This hypothesis was subsequently 

tested by calibrating the CO, gas analyzer with a 1.03m length of gas sample tubing and comparing the 

calibrated meter reading to that obtained with the same calibration gas drawn through a 2.90m length of 

tubing of equivdqt diameter. The resultant meter readings were found to be equivalent, indicating very 

little effect of gas sample tubing length on the integrity of the CO, gas analyzer readings. 

A second reason for the low baseline W O ,  tensions could be due to the breathing resistance of 

the rebreathing circuit The elevated effort required to breathe through the rebreathing circuit may have 

made the subjects more aware of their respiration. Consequently. subjects may have changed their 

breathing pattern sightly in response to the increased breathmg resistance and the unfamiliarity with 

breathing through a mouth piece with the nasal pasage occluded by a nosacltp. Evidence that breathing 

through a mouthpiece with the nosuils occlude changes the breathrng panem of humans has been 

demonstrated recently by Hirsch & Bishop (1982). AsLanazi et al. (1980) and w e r  et d. (1980). Tidal 

vo:ume has been shown to increase on a'mouthpiece where as breathing Frequency may decrease, however. 

~ i n ~ ~ a t e r q > o r t e d t o k v a n a b l e .  Thesechangesinhre;lthtnnpanernmayBave 

led to a great t~ off-loabg of CO1 oompared to Mmnal respiration and resulted in the observed 

hypocapnia during the control conditions Unfortunately, this is only speculative as no comparisons 
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between the ventilatory response on the rebreathing circuit and normal unrcseictcd breathing, was made in 
if, 

the current study. 
\ 

Ventilatory reqawh to hyptrcapaia at riepth were similar to those obsmed in previous studies 

(Wood and Bryan. 1970.1971; w e t  a(. 1974; I imamon a n d ~ c s c r .  1978; Hickey a d. 1987). 

Characteristically, a reduced breathrng Frequency and hypoventilation was noted in the hypcrcapnic 

responses to CO, rebreathing at 6 ATA compared to the normal ventilatory responses to elevated PCO, 

tensions at 1 ATA 

The reduced ventilatory response to hypercapnia under hyperbaric states, has been artributed to the 

increased gas density and breathing sesistance rather than by any depressant action of high PN, on the 

respiratory center (Frankenhauser et d. 1963; Fagraeus and Hesser. 1970; W cxxl and Bryan, 1970. 197 1 ; ' 

0 

Linnarsson and Hesser. 1978). Wood and Bryan (1970.1971) noted that for a given PCO,, inspiratory ' ~ 

work agd tidal volume did ;lot change with increased pressure. This was interpreted as an indication @at 

CO, sensitivity of the respiratory cenne was unaltered at depth. Consequentiy:' because the 4ncrease in air ; 

flow resistance produces a decrease in airflow rates and respiratory frequency at depth, the same 

inspiratory work prduces less ventilation at depth (Schaefer, 1975). 

c 

Of greater pertinence to diver safery. than ventilatury limitations per se, is the accumulation of CO, 

in the blood. The marked effect of CP2 n a r d s  on mgruuve and psychomotor performance at de$h hhs 
* " 

. .. 
alrkady beenavfussed (See ~ecti?k?5.0.11). It is ckar. that gy hndition reducing vl. ~ncreaslng the level 

of P I a l ,  or elevating CO! production, will predispose divers to CO, accumulation. 

While the effects of mhaled C02 have been reported to produce the F e  physiological responses as. 

rnetaboYcally produced COI (Lamberrson, 1971). research looking at a commonali'ty of effects on cqpitive ' 

and pyschomotor performance between these two hypercapnic stam has received liule attenuon. Th~s  may 

be due to methodologicat problems assoaated with collecting cognitive data in the exercising hypercapnic 

state. However, a recent review on the effects of exercise on cqgniuve processes has been presented by 

Tomporowski and Ellis (1986). Providing rtxarchers employ a theory-based parametric approach to this ' 

lssue (cf. Tomporowski and Ellis (1986)). a comparison of rognitive performance during excrclse induced 

hypercapnia at depth with C02 rebreathing in the hyperbaric environment, will provide useful information 

relevant U) the workmg diver. 



One issue central to these experiments, is that in studies conctrning psychophpid0gica.l effects of 

'- CQ, the rnbtasured variable *ou!d be examined in relation to the C02 changes oceuring at the lire of 

adon of CO, (Hcsscr n a(. 1971). As CO, narcosis is thought e be due to ap effect on the brain, 

performawe changes should therefore be related to the cerebral rather than the inspired CO, tension. 

S i m  there are no acceptable methods for measuring cerebral PCO, in vivo in humann. Po2 d o n s  in 

the brain were d indirgy from changes observed in pElcOI. This assumes the differences 
- existing between arterial and end-tidal PCO, and between arterial and cerebral Po2, remain 

approximately amstant when the inspired tension is increased. A detailed investigation on the validity 

of PE-$02 as a measure of PaC02 has been presented by Jones et uf. (1979). Briefly, the 

PETCO,-P,CO, differences n m d  in Jones et al.'s study were found to correlate with changes in VT 

(~0.791) and to a lesser extent with breathing frequendy (~-0.475). In the current study, all experiments 

were completed at a mntroUed steady state of P f l ,  and therefore it was assumed that the m, was 
4 

in equilibrium with the PaCO,. 

When P,CO? values were calculated according to the regression equation' derived by Jones et d. 

(1979), there was no change in the pattern of results observed. The mean P,COl values during the 

non-rebreathing conbum at surface and depth were calculated to be 31.6 m d i g  for both conditions. 

Dunng the medium level of hypercapnia.'the mean PaCO, values were 47.6 and 48.6 mmHg for surface 

and depth condifions respectively, while under the high level of CO,, P,C02 were the same as their 

respecuve @O, values. -The small differences in absolute values between the estimated P,C02 and 

observed PE-$O, (4 .6  mmHg) had no effect on the relationship or pattern of results for cognitive and 

psychomotor performance. In contrast when test scores were compared to inspired PCOj. performance 

impairments demoktrated a greater decrease with equivalent increases in PIN, tension at depth compared 

to surface. Conclusions drawn from this observation would indicate.the narcotic action of CO, is enhanced 

by high N, pressure. The reason for this becomes clear when the inspired C02 tension is related to 

md-tidd CO, rmsion (see Figure 4.1). At equal inspired CO, tensions, the end-tidal PCO, wzs found to 

nse to greater levels in the experiments at 6 ATA than in the experiments at surface. This explains the 

s)ncrplnic relatiomp between PCO, and cognitive performance at depth reported by early investigators 

(c& & Haidane. 1%1; Manhall. 19%; Bennen. 1966). 

The mportaace of-CO, on performance m the diving environment, was revealed when the relative 

narcotic pottacq. of a and N, was compared Based on the combined average percent d&ement for a 

coma responses on the tasks in the test battery. i t  was catculated that C02 was approximately I35 times 



more narcotic than N,. Fmm this figure it cpn be deduced that an imcasc of 4:4 mmHg in pE.rcQ1 

wwld have a narcotic effect equivalent to the addition of 1 ATA of air. Consequently. relatively sanall 

increabes in P#, can b v e  substantial effects on the narcotic state of the diver. It should be noted. 

however, that the narcotic effects of 00, are slightly diffenqt to thost induced by N, luvcosis, and 

therefore, the above statement of m t i c  equivalence, should not be tiakm to represent synonymous 
0 

physiological/psychologiml causes and effects. 

The present findugs af'firm the importance of CO, as a major threat to diver safety in the 

hyperbxic ,enviment  Carbon dioxide is an important factor in the ergonomic design considerations of 

both open circuit breathing appsratus (dead space. helmet ventilation) and closed circuit rebreathing 

apparatus (CO, absorption) as well as in underwater habitats and environments. It  has been suggested by 

Morrison et al. (1978). that ~ ~ c o s i s  tests, such as those employed in the current study. would be a 

valuable tool for identification of divers who may be particularly susceptable to the combiqd prcotic 

effects of nitrogen and hypercapnia at depth. One population group which has been targeted'as being 

partimksly at risk from CO, m i s  are those &vers labelled as T O ,  retainers". Further research. 

however. is required to assess the relative suscqtability of CO, retainers to the ill c f f m  of increased CO, 

pressure at depth. There is some evidence to suggest that CO, retainers experience fewer symptoms of 

CO, narcosis, in terms of headaches and mental or spatial disorientation during inhailation of 7.5% CO, 

(Schaefer, 1958). Unfortunately, this evidence is based on subjective observation and as yet no direct 

quantitative comparisons have been made on the narcotic susceptability of CO, retainers with the 

performaace responses of dwers exhibting normal ventilatory responses to increasing PCO,. Clearly. 

funher research is required in this area before the present results can be applied to the working diver. 

Other factors inclu&ng cold, diving experience and apprehension in the hyperbaric environment 

mag; also interact with CO: narcosis and produce addtional performance changes under hypercapnic stregs, - 

It  is therefore essential that if real world problems are to be solved, the present research needs to be 

extended and armpared to phytiologxal and psychological responses of divers working in open water 

conhtions. However, within the limited range of environmental conditions in the present study. it is 
f i  

s u g e m d  that lnsp~red PCO: tensions be kept below 23 rnmHg, or 3% COI at surface equivalent pressures, 

. m order to amid senm cagmme and psycfiori~otor deficits at depth. Furthermore. if a working diver 

he should immedutely redwithe level of physical und the symptoms subside. In this way the possibility 



SUMMARY AND CClNCI,USIONS 

High P f l ,  levels (>47rnmHg) were found to have significant effects on a@tive and psychomotor 
d 

L 

performance at surface pressures. Ls zddition, cugnitive and psychofnotor performance fimher 

deteriorated at depth when P f 1 2  levels were increased above 47 mmHg; however, no clear threshold 

for the onset of CO, narcosis was found from the perf- scores. When the C0, perfofmanqe data 

we$@ collapsed over the two N, presshe ieveis ir was found that a mean increase of 27 mmHg in P&O, 

tension produced similar but slightly larger performance decrements than an increase of 3000 mmHg in 

PIN,. Based on thesrfigures. the narcotic potency of CO, was calculated be 135 times thetinarcotic 

potency of N,. This figure agrees favourably with the calculations of narcotic potency of CO, reported by 

Momson et d. (1978) and Hesser et al. (1978) (see Section 2.0.6). Hesser et al, (1978) did however, 

report that their data indicated a narcotic potency of COz several hundred times greater than that of N,; 

unfortunately, this 0bSe~ation was based on only two performance tests, an arithmetic task and the 
C = 

Vagland screwplate test Thus conclusions of the narcotic potency'of ~d,, with respect to other measures 

of cognitive and psychornotor performance, were extremely limited in Hessers et d ' s  study. The present 

results provide a larger data base to assess the relative narcotic potency of CO, according to performance 

impairment on a variety of different cognitive and psychomotor tasks. 

In general. when comparing performance decrements, across the &ious tests, it was found that the* 

comparitive sensitivity of a particular test was the same for N, narcosis as it was for CO, narcosis. When 

the performance tesrs were ananged from least to most affected by N, narcosi~ (as determined from 

correct scores), the order r&ed the m e  for perfonnance decrements induced by CO, narcosis. The 

pattern of results on thee tests was however, quite different for N, and C0,. While virtually all 

performance tests demoristrated significant decrements for the two main effects (PIN, and P f l , ) ,  high 

levels of hypercapnia ind decrements through a slowing of performance rather than a disruption 

of the accuracy of pr en nar&s produced significant impairment through both decreases 
, * 

- in accuracy, as well as. a retarding of processing. 

Although the performance data indicated changes in functional and strategic variables in response to 

the particular snessdrs, the defmite strong pattern of effects observed for CO, suggests "that the 

mechanism of CO; d s  diC'ers fundamentally from that of N2 mnmisn (cf. Hesser et d. (1978)). 

This conclusion was furier supported by the departure bf the cognitive data m m  ibe harcotic potency of 



CO, predicted by the Lipid rolubility theory. Furthermore. the lack of'a sig@ficant interaction betw& 

PIN, and PETCO~ suggested the effects of high PCO, tensions were pqely additive in their effects on 

impaired cognitive and psychomotor perfonnance at depth. These conclusions do not exclude the 

possibiliq that CO, may have xkrcotic effects that act in accordance with the lipid solubility theory; 

hoivever, it is likely that these effects are overwhelmed by the actions of acidotic anaesthesia muring at 

much lower PCO, tensions. 

It is interesting to note that those tests which were m& sensitive to N, narcosis were also .those tasks 

which were believed to test higher cognitive processes. Thus there is some evidence that indicates neural 

structures, supporting memory and decision-making, show greater functional impairment than do those 

supporting visual perception and fine manual dexterity when exposed to high N, pressures. This 
ci 

conclusion, however, should be considered with a certain degreeUof scepticism as order effects and tesi 
v 

design artifacts may have contributed to some of the observed differences betwe& indi?idual tasks in the 

test battery. Additionally, comparisons of percent changes in performance scores, between the cognitive 

tasks and the psychomotor tasL may not n-ly reflect those factors that limit the real functional 

ability of a diver working on a specific task underwater. 

The current data were in terms of an information processing approach to perfbrrnancc 

and appear to agree with'he model of narcosis. Evidence from the presenl study could 

therefore be used to establish\ link between the behavioural proposition t h ~ t  narcosis represents a slowing 

of information processing and the long stadtling ph;siolbgicdl conception of narcosis as a CNS depressant . 
b 
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The link between perfonnance and arousal was further developed to explain the decrements seen 

with CO, n&cosis. The paradoxical hperactivity found on exposure.to high KO,.  levels were speculated 

to reduce cogmtive performance thraugh over arousal. This speculation was based on the pattern of results 

for the CO, performam$ dau which compared'favourably with that of Tomporowski and Ellis's (1986) 

descripti of the physical arousal hypothesis on information procksing. r i - I T  
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SUBJECT INFOBMATION PACKAGE, INFORMED CONSENT AND MEDICAL QUESTIONNAIRE 

SUBTECT INFORMATION PACKAGE 

PERFORMANCE IN THE HYPERBARIC ENVIRONMENT 

ITEM 1 PROJECT Ol3JBxWSm . , 

The primary objective of this study is to investigate the effects of various levels of carbon dioxide 

partial-pressures on psychomotor and cqnitive performance under hyperbaric conditions. 
> 

ITEM 2 TEST PROCEDURES: 

Volunteers who participate in this study must first meet minimal standards of good health as 

certified by them in the subject ~ e d 1 c . 1  Questionnaire and after examination by the diving physician (Don 

Hedges, MD). In addition, a test &ve to 30 feet of sea water (fsw) (lorn) will be required to assess . , 
4 

suitability for hyperbaric exposure+, During the first fiw weeks of experimenbtion a practice session in the 

chamber at surface (1 ATA) will be undertaken on the test battery listed below so that all subjects will be 

on a plateau of learning/performance on the various simple tests. Each subject will be paid for their 

pamcipation in this study. 

All subjects will undergo three trials at 1 ATA (surface) and three hyperbaric dives (dry) to 165 fsw 

(6 atmospheres of pressure) using air as the breathing medium During each dive, subjects will breathe 

one of three different carbon dioxide concentrations which will be induced and regulated by a rebreathing 

a r c u t  previously used in other experiments within the department. The end tidal carbon dioxide tensions 

~nduced by this system will fall iri the ranges 30-35 mmHg, 45-50 mmHg and 55-60 mmHg. An upper 

limit of 65 mmHg for end tidal carbon dioxide will he adhered to during all experimentatio~ In addition. 

no subject will be exposed to breathing hypercapnic air for more than 20 minutes during any one dive. . 
Throughout the experimental t r -  physiological measurements of m i m e  ventilation, respiratory 

f~quency. pamal pressures of the inspired (oxygen and carbon dioxide), and end tidal carbon 

diozide will be recorded. Provision of gases will be via a SCUBA regulator umnected to the rebreathing 

arcuit The oxygen and carbon dioxide content of the breathing mixture will be monitored thr~ughout the 

experiment via gas analyzers l m t e d  outside the chamber. At each presswe level ,the diving tender will 



administer. the test battery below: 

Arithmetic test: For measuring number facility. This test comprises 48 different arithmetic 

problems each consisting of adding or subtracbng the result of one-digit by ontdigi t  multiplication 

from a two-digit number, such as 37+3X8=. 85-6X3= etc. .The subjects will be instructed to multiply 

fmt and then add o r  subuact m d  to emphasize both speed and accuracy: Time 2.00 min. The 

score recorded will consist of the number of problems attempted as well as the number of correctly 

and incorrectly solved problems. 

Copyng test: Each item consists of a four line geomemc configuration and a square mauix of dots. 

The task is to cop). the figure onto the dots. It is believed that this requires flexibility of closure in 

the act of superimposing the particular configuration on a stong visual field. The subject should 

work as rapidly as possible without sacrificing accuracy: Time 2.00 min. The score recorded is the 

number of patterns correctly copied in this time period. 

Number Cornpanson test: In this test subjects inspect pairs of multi-digit numbers and indicate 

whether the two numbers in each pair are the same or different The score recorded is the numbcr 

marked correctly minus the number marked incorrectly. The time given for this test is 45 seconds. 

This test primarily measures perceptual speed. I t  may be the centroid of several subfactors 

(including form discrimination) which can be separated, but are more usefully treated as a single 

concept for research p q m e s .  

Letter Cancellaion test (modified Strwp rest): This test consists of the words red or blue typed with 

ten letters afterwards. The colour name is underliried in either red or blue ink randomly. I f  the 

coiour word is underlined in the same colour then succeeding vowels are cancelled, otherwise 

consonants in the following ten letters are cancelled The time for this test is 1.00 minute and 

overall perfonnance is determined from the number of letters c~ossed out correctly, the number 

attempted and the number of errors. 

Aud& Pegbmrd test: For this fest subjects use both hands at the same time. They assemble a series 

of pins, collars and washers so that the order for one assembly consists of a pin, a washer, a collar 

and and a washer. The score recorded is the number of parts assembled in 1.00 minute. This test 

primarily measures frne manual dexterity. 

Prrired Amxiation test: ?his test involves learning 12 pairs of word/number combinations. A 

different set of 12 words are used are used during each testing session. In presenticg the 

word/number combinations a new word/number pair will be revealed every 5 secondb and the 



previous word/number comtnnation removed from the field of view. This will result in sequential 

presentation of ail word/number combinations within 1 minute. Immediate r 

word/nurnber associations will be tested during the minute following presentation and delayed recall 

tested 5 minutes after completing the test battery. Subjects will be required to recall the 

word/number associations on a test paper containing only the reananged words. 

This test battery will be performed by all subjects in each'session. After completing the test battesy, 

decompression will commence according to the Canadian Forces Air Diving Tables and Procedures 

(D.C.I.EM., FEB/86 revision). It is anticipated that each dive will last no longer than80 minutes with a 

maximum b o r n  time of 25 minutes, however, each subject will be required to remain in the laboratory 

fbr a further 60 mihutes as a safety precaution against the remote possibility of latent bends. 

ITEM 3 RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS: 

A(i) Hyperbaric Exposure 

Exposure to hyperbanc air at 165 fsw induces a conhtion similar to that of alcohol intoxication. Its 

effects are ~rnrnehate cn reaching depth, and include subjective feelings of euphoria and hilarity. Unlike 

alcohol intoxication these symptoms disappear immdhtely on decompression. Subjects should be aware 

however of other more serious risks during hyperbaric chamber diving which are outlined on a separate 

form entitled "Risks During Exposure to Hyperbaric conditions". It is important that subjects READ 

THIS INFORMATION CAREFUL! ,Y. 

A(ii) Safety Precautions 

During each dive fully-nained technical staff, including two chamber operators, and a physician 

uamed in diving medicine will be on hand In addition a diving tender trained in CPR will accompany 

subjects during the chamber dives. Insmunents and materials needed for resuscitation and for the 

neatment of decompression sickness and related conditions will be avaikble in the laboratory at all times. 
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Sessions in the chamber~will be undertaken during hours when the Health Services is open and physicians 

there will be informed in ad9Ance of the nature of the sessions in the remote chance that their ass'i'stance 

w d d  bc required (e.g., should the physiaan on site need to enter the chamber to assist a subject). 

(b) Carbon Dioxide Inhalation Under Hyperbaric Conditions 



At the low'concentrations of carbon dioxide (end tidal values < 40 rnmHg) it is unlikely that any 

noticable physiological or psychological changes will occur. At the higher concentrations of carbon dioxide 

(end tidal values > 40 mrnHg) in conjunction with raised partial pressures of nitrogen. subjects m a y  

experience an enhanced narmtic e f f m  in more severe cases. feelings of euphoria may prggres into 

apathy. tunnel vision, and a distonion of the sense of time. For t h e e  rarp subjects who may b& labeled as. 

w b o n  dioxide retainers the higher concentrations of carbon dioxide in combination with raised partial 

pressures of nitmgen may lead to loss of consciousness; however, this should not &cur with the end tidal 

carbon dioxide ranges being produced by the present protocol. A frontal headache, nausia. 

hyperventilation and dyspnea my be experienced by subjects at the higher concentrations of carbon 

dioxide. 

All the above symptoms are pass quickly and completely &sapear within a few minutes of breathing 

air containing normal levels of carbon dioxide. 

Questions wncerning the procedures used are welcome. If you have any doubts please ask f o r  

further explanations. 

ITEM 5 FREEDOM OF C O N S M :  

Participation is on a voluntary basis. You are free to deny consenl if  you so desire, at any time 

during or between mals, although dmontinuation of a "dive" in progress still would require orderly 

decompression as per the D.C.1.E.M tables. 

AU questions, answers and results from this study will be treated with absolute confidentiahy. 

Subjeas will be identified the resultant manuscript and/or publications by use of subject codes only. 



Risks during open-water &&hyperbaric chamber diving k l d e  the f0llmi.y: 9 
1. O t k  barotra~~~. Rnm as an "ear m" , this injuxy is caused by fai lure 

to equalize air pressure between t h ~  srternal envircxmmt and tbe n i W e  ear, 
g-y durirgins pres-tiun. ~t imo1ves ear disaJnfort, pain and 
scmetfnres ringing in t k  ears or bleeding in the ear drum; occasionally the 
dnon is perforated. It generally r-1wes rapidly (days) fxlt i f  severe 
may r-e medication a specialist's attention. Its preventian 
requires gentle ear-learing mmemres every s e c d  ar tm during changes . 
in sumanding pressure. I f  such mmemres fail ,  r d b q  the Fezsure 
difference (e. g. , by partial ascent during a dive) sbuld be t r ied,  with 
repetition of the clearing -es. If th is  f a i l s ,  the -sure &auld 
be W t e d  in an arderly n#nrier, Correction is easiest i f  d e r t a k e n  a t  
the first sign of Wility, to equalize. DO NCrr WAIT UEU YOU FEEL PAIN,! 
Equalization w i l l  be brder i f  -vou have a oold or "flu" ; wder these 
cir- h p / h y p e r M i c  srposure must be pstI;on&!. Seasonal alleraies 
m y  also requixe p-wt of an unless advised othex4se by 
the physician respansible far medical aspects of the dive. DO 1+Z. ?TAlU2 
ater-the-cmnter r-es unless so ;uhrised by the ~l-rysician. 

3eccmpressian sickmss. Generally l=ru3wn as "the kds", t h i s  cordition 
develops when nitrcqen W l e s  farm in body tissues during d e ~ r e s s ~ i z a t i o n .  
Scme nitrogen is dissolved in tissues even a t  the surface, %t mch mre 
is "loaded" into the tissues during c m p ~ ~ e d  a i r  breathing , in r?irect 
propartion to the depth or pressure d to the tire ,?~ent a t  hyprkaric 
Fessure. On dpessurization, the nitrogen is "wpersztura'ced" itl the 
tissues and i f  this Wes-iza t ion  occurs too rapidly to allow the 
offloading of the nitrgen fran the b l d  into the alveoli of the lungs, 
Lhe ni',-qsn in '-,e Xd =d 'Lss;ts c m  fo,m t.&Lles l z q e  e x q b  'a 
do &rage ard to  cause q q t m s  as described belm. 

a. Li& M s .  If the W l e s  form in t issues Ir! md  around joints, 
tbe resul t  v.iU be a sL&ly increskg d e q  a z m g  ~ x i n  in 'he 
involved joint (s) . This p i n  krezses ~ilith tine 23 can 
e?ccrucizting i f  not treated. Predisps i t iors  i r l d e  ?reviaus 
injury ar surcery in a jcint or ,  during et.psze, a cranp?d pc-s 
limi-g circulatian in tk joint area. Trea+zrmt is M a t e  
repressurization in a kyprhric cbmber us- a &ell-established 
protocol altomating aFr/mygen breathing (C. S. 1:twy ',-ea-nt 
tables are us& at S. F. U.) ; this is vi r tua l ly  100% effective 
in -1icated CESS treated rapidly. It is thus rrzrdatory 
for all diws, subjects and ten3ers ~ s e d  to  hyperbric  
corditians naintain a me hc?ur (ar nnre) " b e e  h=tchn ,' i. e. , 
to stay undgl: spemk ion  for  that t ime in the chamkr laboratory; 
.to report any ard all synptmu %hi& arise i m d i a t e l y  to  the 
charr3=er operator or physician responsible, to w a r  a diver's 
m d i c a l  alert bracelet fo r  the & 24 huurs duriq &i& she.  
nust mt be left alone; to report any ard al l  qq?taas during tha t  
atfie s u b s q m t  mod (to the operator, pt.lysici.an, tx nearest 
treatrrrent facility - e. g., V. G. H.) ; and during that 24 hours 
to  abstain fmn flyins ar diving except as w e d  by the opera+= 
ard physician, since altikrje depressurization (flying) Lmeases - 

C 



the rate of bubble f-ticn ard repetitive dives increases 
the a a l m  of nitrogen at a tim w h a ~  nitrogen •’ran fkst 
scposure m y  not have w m y  off-loaded. 

recqvery. T r e a m t  is imnediate reocmpression, as f o r  limb 
bends, h t  w i t h  a different treabnent table plus or minus the 
addition of certain drugs (e. g . , steroids) ard resuscitistary 
maKsewres as needed. Al-h q m p t a n s  of nervous systgn 
invo1va;wt typically develop within the f i r s t  few minutes after  
decagression, t h ~ j  m y  ke subtle and/= arise later ; the sane 
herds wtch  24 +?mr surveillanoe is required as describd 
f9r l imbkrdS.  

c. "The chakes". ?his cordition develops h i m  large nmkers of 
W e s  asne out of solution into the venous circulation ard 
averwhelm the capacity of t?e lungs to f i l t e r  then out (all 
venrcls blood psses E-am the right side of the heart into the 
&nary circulation, & vessels of which sutdivide m y  
tims into raller ard rmaller vessels where bukbles a+e t r a m ) .  
SynynDtcms include a h r m q  sart of chest pain, shortness of 
breath ard a cough w i t h  or w i W t  haemptysis (bled) . 
Treatment is im&ate recanpression as describe3 for limb an3 
rrur-olqic hi. 

d. ",% bends" . SLSn beds .usU2LUy develops after shzrt ,  deep 
chmkr dives and involves W b l e  formation in the skir. & z i n c  
depressurization. It is aenerally mt serims alz5suzh it ;rall 
prdhce s i w i c a n t  &scanf&, k l u d i n g  itchiness ard ter&zness 
with a r&denbg of the skin and/or a splotchy red rash. Although 
recarqnession is rarely required, skin b e d s  may be associated 
with a higher probability of co-scistent more serious forms of 
decmpcession sickness; kme, qmptans of skin berds m s t  ke 
re- hmdiately. 



g. of DCS. Cantrolled depressurizatian is the key to 
the prevention of decmpressh s i c k x ~ ~ .  Diving tables e x i s t  
(e. g . , U. S. Navy tables) \&d& require a specific rate of 
pressure change (e. g. , so rclany feet per mir;ute ascent fran a 
a dive) as wlell as "stops" Scr qecified periods at specific 
depths (pressure levels) durw ascent fran a dive. Use of 'Aese 
U e s  is nardatmy ad is nreant to W . 1  a amtrolled off-loading 
of ni- fran the tissues, into tl-e blood utd tt?ence into 'Lhe 
l u n g ,  such that the risk of bends is r & d  to less than 3 - 5%.  
These tables were derived p i r i & y ,  that i s ,  based on cbta fran 
m y  dives in which varicus decanqaession p f i l e s  were used and 
the r-ve risk of deoarpressian sicl-Jless b a s  determined. A 
further decrease in risk can be obtained by over-estimting the 
a r m t  of w e  to pres,osrization ( d m  and t ; m ~ ) ,  a id  ky 
breathing 100% oxygen 2 u r i q  one or mre decanpressiaii s t 0 9  
(this ircrezses tk =fusion gradient far nitrogen b t h  3m the 
tissues to the blood ard frcm the b l d  t o  L& aLveoli of Lhe 1~~;s). 

I During chmber dives, t !  chmkr cp=rator,ard diving physician 
select ~ deazpession t&le (ascent protocol) to Se us&. 

>*t-e-ial 9 s  mblisn. T h i s  is a f&ly r%-e, b'.- sc?lsL&-s l e b M  cordition 
XI b.3uch ws huthles fom jn tk *%risl circulatia?; rirse W l e s  c m  
obstruct blood r ' h ;  to the heart ("heart atta&.") ar kain ("stroke"), 
pcducing emqenq s i tmtiom dezth. The usual cause is a ra~id 

dr essicm w i t h  thc glcttts  closed (i. e., breath-holding on ascsnt) , 
that th? air tr@ within the lung space, irwareasinc as it does in 

tlolu;re on &pressurization, bursts thraugh t!! lung rdsranes and eiters 
t h  arterial circulation there. In this contsrt it is k p r b n t  to r m  
that the v o l m  of a unit m u n t  of air m e s  as pressure goes S-cm 
&ice r i m i d  to -1 (atmspheric) pressure, i .  e. , as a diver z s - i  frm 
33 feet of s e a a t e r  to the surface. Evidence of gas arblism is usually 
drmatic, kith t h  cmmnst presentation king the wcmsciaus diver on 
the surfaoe, &a has lost CQIlXiousness on ascent due to brain ma- ar 
a M atlzdc ard who is Wefore also at  risk of drcrwning. In the conscious 
diver, Widesu=e incl- m i z e d  abrtness ar thinking, deficits  in mmexnt, 
speecf! or m t i c n ,  or a qmptm m p l e x  klw chest pain (left or 
~ % n t ~ a l ) ,  -s of breath and nausea. Treabrent in=ludes resuscitation 

v -y b m e  the need for persans travled m cardicgdmmry resuscitation 
to be m the scene during any hyperbaric exgosure - including recreatioml 
dives), 1009 axygen c-d +mspA in a kad-dckn @tion (reduces m l e  



4 .  or an%i.a. Pericds of i-te ar -zero w e n  supply to  W l y  
t issaes can l e d  to permanent injury ar e m  death. E@ipmnt failure or 
@k accidents, b t h  mdenater ard in the h y p e r h r i c ~ i c  chmker, 
can potentially cause m a  ar arm&, for which the treamt is clearly 
the restaration of adquatie -tion. Wevention requFres proper 
mintemxe ard use of e q d p ~ ~ ~ ~ t ,  w i t h  special a t t eneon  to  & p n t  
status before use (e. g., the check-list the chamkr operators use) a d  - t o  the provision of adequate'--up ecyiywnt as w e l l  a s  an a g e n c y  
rro'ixol which is rehearsed and un3erstoc.d befarehard. 1rdi.viduals 
certified in cadi- resuscitation must hs pesent  during eqmsure. 

5. Drarming. This v i a l  hzzard of' o m a t e r  diving occurs mst of t e n  as a 
result of e q n t  fai lure ar misuse, or  as a result cf unconsciousness 
Zue -a one of '5-e other risks listed a b v e .  I ~ & ~ t e  q u i p n e n t  preycation 
ad mintenzllfe, sudden weather changes, solo divirq,  panic, f a t i p e  and 
h-+t!?-ia e l l  c o n t r i k t e  to the risk of 2rmmirg. CardiopuL~orary 
rescsc i~at ion  4 trarsprt to a *%.hnent cenCre aze the i r -&iate  d - s .  

6 .  Cbr~gen Lcxicitv_. @q.qen is a direct toxin to ticsues vfien present i n  
mncerrtraticns significantly h i s h e r  than namal (&cut 0.21 amxpheres of 
pressure). Nerve tissue an3 the lungs are p r t k u h r l y  sensitive. Lung 
M c i t y  develops gradually, driq exposure to hyprharic w e n  for 
hnas ar days. T&city  varies di rect ly  with t!! oxygen partial pressure ad 
'3-e &ration of -sure, ard m i f e s t s  initially zs a measurable decrease 
in v i a  capacity (reflecting in part a decrease3 e h s t i c i t y  of the l~xjs) .  
This d s r e z s e  is reversible once the hyperbaric w e n a t i o n  has ceased. 

Oqgen tnicity to the nmmus system develop MU& m e  rapidly 
(- w i t h i n  mirnrtes), pr- in the extreme a grardml type of 
c o n v u l s i o n w h i c h m y o r m a y m t b e ~ b y ~ s i g n s s u c h a s  
twi- of facial muscles, musea, nmbn=ss and tingling sensations, 
dizziness, canfusior? or s h m b ~ s s  of keath. !RE risk of m l s i o n s  varies 
direct ly  w i t h  partial pressure, tlvxlgh t k r e  is great inter-irdividual 
variation in srrsceptjhi 7 ity ard t k  risk is increased w i t h  exercise and with 
el-M tmprature. n:ea.tsnent includes basic resuscitation (airway, 
hrea'm, ciro,llatim and disability), di-tim of h p e r h r i c  



Hypothenaia. M spcial cancern in w a t e r  diving in B. C., hypthemia 
is definedas a hezing of the kdy care tern_nerakae. Mild m a  
(& tanperature in t& range of 35 - 36 &ees Celcius) is erally % with well-tolerated; further deareases in care temperature are as- 
impak.rrent of cqnitive function (planning, m k h g  fu3gm=nts, respording to 

decrezlsed pyc.. tnr ability, decreasing lwel of consciousness 
~progressirq to loss of cun.scicusrrtss an3 ult imtely h t h  dve directly to 
-a (ventzicular f i k i l l a t i o n ,  or cardiac muscle contradon i n  an 

t i c h  f a i l s  to blood, OCCU,~ a t  tsqeratures belcni 
w c e E . Z  ae do kmning related to loss ansciousws. 
h-evention in cold waters, other t !  limiting the tire of exposure, requires 
the use of a dry su i t  or of a t.et suit a t  least 3/8 of an inch thick. 
Trea+r~e:~t requires re-s~arining, hhich on ttze sc- in gpr-xa-r e v b g  
generally star ts  with b 3 y - t e k d y  h t  transfer (e. g., the victim and 
capanion in skin mtact in a sleeping bag) , as w e l l  2s bit C. P. R. , 
~ 5 t h  urgent trarsfq +a a deal fecility fcr trez-nt h?r! fo110w-up. 

The &me material describes L,F9 rriajor risks and hazards associate3 h5th hypbaric 
expsure of short duzatian in a c%, and w i t h  hyperbaric expsure b t h  in the 
chamber ard in qm water. aq- to m k r b k e  such ex- it is your 
re-ibility to h a m e  in,knrd of the risks and hazards w e l l  k c &  to be able to 
give truly irhmd cansent to such apmre. 

this t kaxent .  f a n e :  

Signature : 

CaA& : 



INFORMED CONSENT 

EMrIRONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY UNIT 

SCHOOL OF KINESIOLUGY 

SIMON FRASER UNIVERSrrY 

-The university and those conducting this project subscribe to the-ethical conduct of research and to the 

protection at all times of the interests, comfort, and safety of subjects. This form and the information it 

conrains are given to you f ~ r  your own protecijon and full understanding of the procedures. risks and 

benefits involved 

Your signature on this form will signify that you have received the document described below regarding 

h s  project that you have received adequate opportunity to consider the informauon in the document, and 

that you voluntarily apee  to participate in the project 

Having been asked by D. Hedges MD. of the Schod of Kinesiology of Simon Fr&r University to 

panidpate in a research project experiment I have read the procedures specified in the document entiocd: 

SUBJECT INFORMATION PACKAGE: 

THE EFECE OF HYPERCAPNIA ON COGNITIVE AND PSYCHOMOTOR 

PERFORMANCE IN THE HYPERBARIC ENVIRONMENT 

I understand the procedures to be used in this experiment and the personal risks to me in taking part 

I Aderstand that I may withdraw my participation in this experiment at any time. 

I also understand that I may regster any complaint I might have about the experiment with the chief 

researcher named above or with Dr. J. Diclunson, DLrector of the School of Kinesiology, Simon Fraser 

University. 

I may obtain a copy of the results of this study, upon its completion, by contacting Don Hedges M.D. or 

David Fothergill. 

- 
I agree to participate by performing the test battery (as described in the document referred to above) 

during three hyperbaric chamber dives to 165 fsw breathing normal air, and during three trials at surface 

while under hypercapnic conditions induced by rebreathing carbon dioxide to end tidal tensions of 3 5 4  

mmffg, 4450 mmHg and 55-60 mmHg This testing will take place during the period 1/5/87 to !I5188 at 

the Environmental Physiology Unit (K8615). 



SURNAME I 

GIVEN NAME 

DATE OF BIRTH 

ADDRESS W 

DATE , B 

SIGNATURE OF WITNESS 9 



MEDICAL QUESTIONNAIRJ (CONFIDENTIAL) 

SURNAME 

ADDRESS 

PHONE 

DATE OF BIRTH 

WEIGHT Q 

FAMILY PHYSICIAN 
i 

ADDRESS: 

PHONE: 

MEDICAL HISTORY 

Please answer the following questions accurately since they are designed to identify subjects who should 

not participate within the proposed study. Please place a check-mark by any condition which applies to 
\ 

you Response will 'be viewed o&by the p ~ c i p a l  investigator and departmental physician. 

Have you suffered, or do you now suffer from any of the following? 

1. asthma 

2. bronchitis. 

3. tuberculosis, emphysew- fibrosis, pleurisy. 

4. other respiratory abnormahty or scarring. 

5. pneumothorax or collapsed lung. 

6. nasal obsmction 

7. frequent or severe nose.bleeds. 

8. frequent cold or sore throats. 

9. chest pain and persistent cough. 



lo. dgh ing  up blood (haemoptysis). 

11. heart disease. 

12. high or low. blood pressure. 

13. abnormal EKG. 

15. alcohol or drug abuse. 

16. allergies. 

17. communicable diseases or contact with patients with same. 

(exclude infectious diseases in the past of which you have been entirely cured). 

,la. diabetes 

19. dminess, fainting spell or fits. 

20. do you sfnoke or have you smoked in the past? [ 1 

21. are you under medical care now or taking medication? [ 1 

Please clarify affirmative answers. 

I declare the above answers are, to the best of my knowledge, a true and accurate statement of my medical 

history. 

SIGNED 

DATE 

m s  







EXAMPLE TEST BATIERY FOR ASSESSlMENT OF COGNITIVE PERFORMANCE 

Contents 

Word/number paired association list: 5' 

Immediate remll response sheet: 

Arithmetic mt :  

Copying test: 

Number comparison test: 

Letter cancellation test: 

Delayed recall response sheet: 

............ ".. Page 89 , 

................ page 90 

................ page 91 

.. ................ page 92 

................ page 93 

................ page 94 

: ............... page 95 



FARM 9 - 

GUEST 26 

WALK 59 

PARENT 78 

DEVIL 93 

CATTLE 67 

MILK 18 

FLOOR 42 

KING 5 

SMOKE 56 

SCALE 80 

GLASS 76 
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SCALE 

WALK 

DEVIL 

SMOKE 

MILK 

FLOOR 

PARENT 

GLASS 

GUEST 



NAME: - 

COFJDITION (circle one): 
* 

k 

DATE: 

Prastide Trial (Trial Number) 1 2 3 4 5 

Chamber Dive 0 fsw (Trial Number) 1 2 3 

Chamber Dive (165 fsw) 1 2 3 

TEST 1-1 





- - _  
-n - 

NA?vE DATE: 

CONDITION (circle one): 

Ractice Trial (1 ATA) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Surface Testr(Tria1 Number) 1 2 3 

Chamber Dive (165 fsw) 1 2 3 

" '$ 4 
TEST 3-1 

, 

1. 

3 
I 63% 639 414982 - 415982 

4 7 1 4 3 0 c  4715306 60971 - 6097 1 
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APPENDIX 3: 
SOURCE CODE LISTING FOR COMPUTER AQUISITION AND ANALYSIS 

r )  PROGRAMS 
$ 

A. DIVE33D.C DATA COLLECTION PROGRAM WR1:TEN IN "C" LANGUAGE 

r Data buffer info 
*/ 

' int buffer[l5&][2]; I* data allocation area 

struct adinfo ( 
int channels; 
int sweeps; 
int speed;, 
int gains[l6]; 
int order[l6]; 
I; 

I* loop control variables & file pointers 
P I  

FbX *filepointer; P pointer to beginning of cal data file */ 
int filehandle; I* file handle number supplied by labpac */ 
int result; /*, result of file operation c*/ 

char achar;, /* needed for yes no answers */ 
int handle; P filehandle */ 
in; parlist; P while you are' not satisfied with parameter list */ - int loops 4; A/* data aquisition loop control *I 
int sweep; 
M I  
P Muire subroutines structurts etc. */ 

~. ~/ 

struct adinfo *par; P ad information declaration *I 

int total-sweeps; P so the saving call know the total number of sweeps */ 

C I  - - 
-* 

P Calibration information structut,e */ 



struct calinfo [ 
float calphp, I* high pressure calibration coefficient */ 
zoffhp, P high pressure zero offset 

P co2 calibration coefficient 
*I . 

calco2, *I 
co2int; P co2 intercept *I 
1 4 ;  

4 1  

struct diveparam ( 
A 

flqt hpr. P ,$F *I 
P vp. *I 

fco2r. I* *I 
ddepth; I* * /  

int boteinp, I* J~ 

ktsiz ,  I* 
idepth, I* 
ipamb; I* 

char filename[20], I* 
name [20], I* 
date[20]; I* 
)param; 

char tempbufE201; 
d 

/ I  
P Begin main routine */ 
/ I  

- 
printf(%Underwater Ergometer Experiment Programb"); 
printf(%Converted from Ian Wood's ~o&an version"); 
printf("\n Code by Bob Taylor & David Fothergill"); 
printf("b . V 5.0 Feb 8- 4988"); 
p r i ~ ~ * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * l r l * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ ~ ~ ~ ) s  t 

I" Begin calibration information retreaval * /  
pec*H#ut***+#******f+~u*u#*#u*#***uu*#u*##********/ if((filepOinw = 
fopen("calphp.datn,"r" )) = NULL) I* Go get file calibration values * /  

printf("\n\nCanlt open file calphp.datW); else 
printf("\n\nReading xalphp.datw); 
fseek(filepointer,OL,SEEKfseeko;SET); 

fscanf(fi1epointer. "%P, &cal.calphp); 
fscanf(filepointer, "%f", &cal.zoffhp); 



fclose(fi1epointer); I* close calibration data file */ 

if ((filepointer = fopen("calcoZ.dat","r" )) == NULL) I* Go get file calibration vahes */ 
printf('lnCan't open file calco2.datn); 

else 
printf("\nReading calco2.datn); 

I 

fseek(filepointer,O~,~E!~~-~~~); 
fscanf(filepointer, "Zf", &cal.calco2); 
fscanf(fi1epointer. "%f", Bcal.co2int); 

fclose(fi1epointer~; 
printf('ln\n calphp = %f b zoffhp = %f \n calco2 = %f \n co2int = %f\n\nW, 

cal .calphg.cal.zoffhp,cal.calco2,cal.co2int); 

printf(%Are these values o . K Q  (y/n) "); 

printf('ln\nBailing out to allow for calibrationUn"); 

return(0); I* kill this process if cal values are bad */ 
1 

I/ J 
r */ 
/* Begin data entry */ 
P */ 
/ I  

parlist=l; , I* Assignment to get while loop to execute at least once */ 

while (parlist) ( 

printf ('WnKey in data storage file name: eg. B: .dat "); 

printf('lnbLast name of diver: "); 

scanf("%sn,parq.name); 

printf(ln\nEnter date < %s > ",-strdate(param.date)); 

while (!(kbhit())); 

result = getche(); 

if (result > 40) ( 

param.date[O] = result; 
pamm.date[l] = W'; 



printf(%bDepth in meters (integer) : "); 

printf("a\nDepth under water (usually .5 meters) : "); 

scanf("%f',&param.ddepth); 

printf("\n\nBarometric pressure (mm Hg.) : "1; 

scanf("%d",&parm.ipmb); 

printf("\nUottle bath temp (degrees' c )  : "); 

printf('bbBon1e size (20.50 or 80 cu.lft.) : "); 

'%What is the saturated water vapour pressure in the lab air :"); 

InbTemp':(degrees c) Pressure (rnrn.Hg.)"); 
20 17.5"); 

printf(k2 1 18.7"); 
p ~ t f ( ' l n 2 2  19.8"); 
printf(k23 21.1"); 
printf('ln24 .: 22.4"); 
printf('b25 23.hL.l"); 

printf("bbFi1ename: %s",param.filenme); 
printf( 'Wame: %sn,param.name); 
printf(%Date: %s",param.date); 
printf("bChamber depth: %dn,param.idepth); 
p r in t f (Wiver  (lung) depth: %f',param.ddepth); 
printf(%Barometric Press.: %d",param.ipmb); 
printf(%Bottle bath temp.: %dn.param.botemp); 
printf(lnBott1e size: %dn,param.botsiz); 
printf(%Vapour pressure: %f",param.vp); 

printf("\n\nAre these values correct? (yfn): "); 



) /* end parameter list *I 

r *I 
* end parameter list enuy */ 
P */ 
y:::::/ 

P 

if ((filepointer = fopen(parm.filename,"w" )) = NULL) (I* open file for writing */ 
print.J('ln\nCan't open file %sn.param.filename); 
r c tu rn (0 ) ;  
1 

fprintf(filepoinrer,"Diverfs Last Name: %s\nn,param.name); 
fprintf(filepointer,"Date of Dive: %s\n",pararn.date); 
fprintf(filepointer,"Depth of Dive: %d'bW,param.idepth); 
fprintf(filepointer,"Depth Under Water: %f\nn,parara:ddepth); 
fprintf(filepointcr,"Barometric Pressure %d\n",param.ipamb); 
fprintf(filepointer,"Bottle Bath Temp: %d'bn,param.botemp); 
fprintf(filepointer,"Bottle Size: %d\nn,pararn.botsiz); 
fprintf(filepointer,"Saturated V.P.: %f\nn,$'&m.vp)f' 

g/ 
P 
1'' Begin data collection routine 
P 

printf(ln\nRemember co2 is on channel 6 "); 
printf("\n\nand HP is on channel 2"); 
pr intf("ulWit  return key to start test "); 

ii . 
scanf("%cn,&achar); P c l a s s  kbd buffer 
scanf("4bcn,8rachar); Jt clears kbd buffer 

I 

printf(%************* Aquisition s m e d  ********+*+%"). 

P First 30 second sweep starts here 

&/ 

par -mrder[Ol = 6; f* Put order of sweep information in here */ 
par - x r d u [ l ]  = 2; 

par ->p.u~[6] = 0; P put your gain codes in here */ 
par ->gainsf21 = 0; 

WRESET; P Reset labpc arrays 



LP(AIINIT,ATOD, 16,0,par ->gains); P Initialize analog sampling +/ 

L p m , m ) ;  /* Initialize timer 

LP(TIST, 5 ,  15, 3); I* s m  timer at 33 hz / 
LP(TIST, 1, 0, 0); I* keep track of timer ticks * I  

for (sweepd;  sweep<1000; ++sweep) [ 

labpac(nSTAT,l sweepj; I* wait 1/73 second */ 

buffer[sweep]~O] = labpac(AIRAW, 6); P S a v e  data in arrays *I 
buffer[sweep][l] = labpac!AIRAW, 2); 

total-sweeps = 1000; 

m/ 
f' Main 1 minute data aquisition loop (collects 45sec of data) * /  

. . 

while (loops < 20) { 

. I, id 

LPITZINIT,'I?MER); A. 

UCTIST, 5 ,  15, 3); 
LPCJST, 1, 0, 0); 

fprintf(filepointer.'In\nData segment number: %d \n",loopsj; 

for~sweep=0;sweepctotal_sweeps;++sweep) ( 
fpr~ntf(f i lepolnter ,"%d Ckd\~~",buffer[sweep] [O],buffer[sweep]f I I ) .  
I 

LPUISTAT, 1 ,  500); / *  watts, L5 seconds whlle data saved rd dlsc */ 
lf (kbhltO) ( 

fc lose t f i lepoin ter ) ;  
retum(0); I* a way out of data aquisition at < 20 minutes */ 
1 

. ,. ' 

pnncfw************  15 SECOND WARNNG **%"); 

LPtTIST, 5 ,  15, 3); P start timer ai 33 hz *I 



LPCflST, 1. 0, 0); P keep track of timer ticks */ 

labpac(TISTAT, I ,sweep); I* wait 1/33 second / 

buffer[sweepJ[O] = labpac(AIRAW, 6); /* Save data in m a y s  
buffarlswetp][l] = labpac(AIRAW, 2); 

*/ . 

b~fer[sweep][O] = (cal.calco2 buffer[sweep][O]) + cal.co2int; 
buffer[aweep] [ 1 1 = cal.calphp * (buffer[sweep][l 1 - cal.zoffhp); 
1 

iabpac(TISTAT, 1 ,sweep); / 
-*= 

/* wait 1/33 second 

buffer[sweep][O] = IabpadAIRAW, 6); I* Save data in arrays */ 
buffer[sweep][l] = labpac(AIRAW, 2); 
buffer[sweep][O] = (cal.calco2 buffer[sweep][O]) + cal.co2int; 
buffer[sweep] [ 11 = caj&aiphp * (buffer[sweep][ 11 - cal.zoffhp); 
1 

. i 
laSpac(T1STAT. 1 ,sweep); I* wait 1133 second * / 

buffer[sweepI[Ol = labpac(AIRAW, 6); P Save data in arrays */ 
buffer[sweepl[l] = labpac(AIRAW, 2); 
buffer[sweep)[O] = (cal.calco2 buffer[sweep][O]) + cal.co2int; 
buffer[sweep][l 1 = -1.calphp (buffer[sweep][l] - cal.zoffhp); 
1 

' rotal-swe-eps = 1500; I* this is the total no sweeps that will be written. */ 
/* to filename, rhiS is needed so all data is saved.*/ 

p End main while loop 
r b/ 

printf("h\nData saved under filename: %shn,param.filename); 
p r in t f ( lnbTwenty  Minute limit expired - End aquisition"); 
'fclose(fi1epointer); 
return(0); P a way out of data @uisition at 20 minutes */ 

1 P End main code 



- 
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=- 

B. DATA ANALYSIS PROGRAM D1VEAN.C FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA 
COLLECTED USING DIVE33D.C 

P DATA ANALYSIS PROGRAM FOR DATA COLLECTED */ 
P USING THE PROGRAM DIVE33D *I 
v/ 
#define DEBUG 
# include cstdio.h> 
- *  

F . - int d a t d  15001 [2]; I* data array size */ 
float datasmooth[1500][2]; P smoothed data array size */ 

/ 

dive parameter informati& from data file */ 

struct diveparam [ 
*f +i 

s 

char fileip[20]; 
char fileop[20]; 
char name[20]; 
chat date[20]; 
int botsiz; 
int botemp; 
int idepth; 

float vp; 
int iparnb; 
float ddepth; 
I param; 

I* h e  of file to be read */ 
P name of file for o/p */ 

/ divers name */ 
I* date of dive */ 
I* bottle sjze cuft */ 
I* water bath temp */ 
I* depth of dive */ 
I* vapour pressure */ 
P barometric pressure */ .' , - 

I* depth under water */ - 

I* variable declaration for main program / As- . 
*/ 

y' ,' 
I 

* .  

s m c t  timevals { 

int timehphi[21]; 
int timehplo[21]; 
float timedif, 

Iwak 

struct ventvals G- 
flm hphiE211; 
float hplo[21]; 
float sumbf, 

P time of hp high peak */.'- . .  
P t i m e o f h p l o w p e a l r  ?:;I: 

I* time between hphi peak and hplo trough */ 

P hp peak value */ 
I* hp trough value */ 

I* total no breaths for test */ 
meanbf; I* mean breathing - frequency */ 

14 
I 

int frameh, /* frame no. of highest hp val */ , 

framelo; P frame no. of lowest hp val */ 
int bfI201; I* Breathing frequ$cy */ 
float hpdrp. I* raw pressure drop val */ 
h~drop, ft corrected pressure drop val */ 



vial  P Vi ( A m )  - *I 
vu im,  r vi (BTPS) *I 
Lidvol, I* v t  CBTPS) *I 
r e d <  P ~ o f V t f o l ~  *I 
sumventm, p wm of Vi for test */ 
meanvent, /* man Vi for wt - *I 
rneantidvol; I* mean Vt for test QJ 

% 

) wal; 

- -- testsumpic, 
usts\lmpet, 

p e t c o p  
piw, 
pic, 
a ' w f  
avpic, 
sumpet, 
sumpic, 
meanpet. 
meanpic, 

P d m l  

pd aY --- 
botvol; 
int low, 
high; 
)cval; 

/* end tidal co2 value */ 
/* BTPS factor *I 
I* sum of all petco2 vals for test */ 
I* sum of all p iw2  vals for test *I 
/* real p e w 2  val for each min *I 
P real pic02 val for each min */ 
I* pic02 value *I 
/* uncorrected petco2 val * I  
/* uncorrected pico2 vd */ 
/* raw val for sum of ~ t w 2  vals */ 
1-5 raw val for sum of pic02 vals */ 
J* average Petco2 for test */ 
P average pico2 for test *I 
/* total depth of diver (msw) */ 
/* ambient pressure on diver (mrnHg) */ 
I* bottle vol (lives) */ 

/* n u m k r  of co2 voughstmin */ -2' 

P number of co2 peaksbin  */ ,- 6 . 
G' 
d' 

FILE *fileinpointer; 
FILE *fifeoutpointer; 
int parlist; 
int minstcp; /* total time for test */ 
int loops; P loop counter */ 
int rkp; P counter for p. of bad mins of hp dataf/ 
int sweep; P minute counter */ 
float cotrig; I* co2 trigger val */ 
float hppktrig; P hp peak trigger */ 
float hptrig; P hp trigger val */ , 

char garb[20]; p garbage string */ ,, \. 
char achar; P for yes and no answers *k 

k 1  
?' BEGIN h s m  R O m  

$. 
* Y 

aquisition program DIVE33Db7; d i  

v3.0 August l B 8 . 7 ;  
Cost I)avid Fathergill "); 

a******** * * * * & * * W * * * - ~ * # * + + * * * U * * U * * ~ L * ~ * * ~ ~ ~ " ) ;  



P open data file for reading */ 
I/ 
parlist=l; /* assignment to get while loop to execute at least once*/ 
while (pasfist) ( 

printf(%b Type in data file to be read: :e.g c:dilename>.dat "); 
scanf(" %sn,param.fiieip); 
prinrf(%\nh Input number of full minutes of data collection period "); 
scahf("%dW,&minstep); 
printf("bh Input co2 trigger value :"); 
scanf("5bf" ,&cotrig); 
printf("\nb input high pressure trough trigger value :"); 
scanf("%f",hhpeigfi 
printf("\n\n input high pressure peak trigger value :"); 
scanf(" %F,&hppktrig); 
printf("h\n\n in o/p f i le  name: e.g. c:<filename>.dat "); 

, scanf("%s",pararn.fileop); 
printf("\n\n input filename: 46s ",param.fileip); 
print€(% Total experiment time (min): %dn,minstep); 
printf("\n Co2 trigger val : %f",cotrig); 
printf('% Hp trigger val : %F,hptrig); 
printf("b O/P filename: %s ",parmn.fileop); 
scanf("%c",&achar); 

$ printf("\n\n Is this info correct ? (yln):"); 
s c a d  "%c",&achar); 
if (ac B -121) /* ans=y */ 
parlisr=0; 

J 

I* end of input loop */ 
.p 
&' 

if ((fileinpointer = fopen(param.fileip,"rn)) == NULL) ( 

print&'% Error: can't open iifp file: Bs ",pararn.fileip); 
exit(); 3.. 

1 
else iiS 
@rintf("\n!n Reading file:56g ",pararn.fileip); 

% 
,e 

9' 

/* Read in data header from input file 
f i f  

fscanf(fileinpointer,"%s 9 s  %&",garb,garb,&parm.ipkb); 
fscanf(fileinpointer,"'ks ' k s  6s &dhn,garb,garb,garb,&param.botemp); 
fscanf(fileinpointer,"%s R s  %dbn,garb,garb,&param.botsiz); 

I" Pressure Calculations 
2 

C: 
105 



cval.pdm r(param.idtpth+param.ddeptb); Pcval.pdm = total depth of diver {msw)*/ 
cvaf.pd o(cval.pdmf76.0); P (zval.pdm(rnsw*76.0 mmH&~sw) B 9: 
c/ 
/ Convert bottle size to bott le volume */ 
m/ - switch(pararn.botsiz) [ b 

case 20:( 
cval,botvol=3.678; 

break; 
1 
case 50: * 

cval.t>owol=7.854; 
break; 

1 
cas~ 80:( . 

#, I w*, 
-\d --,. 4 

cval.t>otvol= 12.0 1 ; .,. 
break; 

1 
default: 

printf("ERR0R: Invalid bmle size found"); . .1: .1 

exit(); 
J 

1 
printf["bh bottle volume :%f",cval.t>otvol); 

-/ 
I" open o/p file and rtars valuer in b-header file 

I C . .  
3 1  

~f(ffjleoutpointer = fopen(param.fileop,"wm))==NULL) 

( 
primf("\n\n Can't open Qle %sm,paramfileop); 
retum(0); - "- 

1 
fprintf(fileoutpointer,"%s'a",param.name); %.. -3 7 

fprintf(fileoutpointer,"%s'mm,param.date); 
fprintf(filcoutpointer,"dive depth (mmHg)i, %%f\n",cv&p-1; . fprintf (fileoutpointer,"barometric p r e s s u ' i  4~d \n" ,~ar&. i~arnb) ;  - A - - - 7  fprintf(fileoutp~inter,~bobtle bath  temp: %*db",pararn.botenip); - 4  
fprintf(fileoutpinter,"bttle vol: %f\n",cval.botvol); 
fprintf(fjleoutpo~ntcr,"sat v.p. : %ftnn,param.vp); 

c/ t 

P scanning first 30 scrs  of data fife *I i 
j/ 
s w ecp4;  i 



9 
I J/ 

P */ 
!' loop routines to extract peaks and troughs */ 
P ' / 

. - -1 

cval.low=O; I I Î  6-  % 

cval.pic=O.O; -. 
'I .% 

cval .petd.0;  L -? ,  '- 
-;; "** 

cval.sumpic=~.O; 
cval.sumpet=O 0; 
cval.high=O, .3\ loops4 ;  
while (loops<997) f /* while array is not overflowing */ 

P detect high point */ 
while (((datasm~th[loops][O]+couig) >=datasmooth[loops- I ]  [O]) 

&&. Ooops==997)) ( 

cval.pet = datasmooth[loops][O]; /* hold highest val */ 
ttloops; 

1 

if ( ( ! ( l o o p s d )  && ( ! ( 1 0 o p s ~ 7 ) ) ) )  ( /* don't sum a high point *l 
I* if pattern's* an down '1  
I* slope or if it-% at, end */ 
I* of m a y  */' ' : 

W d d  DEBUG 
psintf("\n co2 peak value : %F,cval.pet); 
#endif 

P detect low point */.- 
while (( (datasmt>oth[lmps][O]-couig) edatasmoo~h[loops-l][O]) 



printf(% trough value : %F,cval.pic); 

if (!(loops==997)) ( /* don't sum low point if you are at 
the end of the array */ 

r calculations for hp and pco2 * / 
// 

printf("h Writing to ourput file7; 

1' storr values in 4 p  file & print to saea *I 
I/ . 



printf(% Reading Data From Input File "); 

++sweep; 

e/ 
P all other minutes data read in here */ 

h/ 

for(sweep=2; sweepc=minstep; usweep)  ( 

fscanf(fileinpointer,"%s %s 46s  %s\nn,garb,garb,garb.garb); 
/* ignores file marker at top of data *I 

for(loops=O;lmps<=1500; ++Imps) P read in data *I ( 
fscanf(fileinpointer,"%d %d\nn.&data[loops] [Ol.&data[loopsl[1 I ) ;  

, 
datasmoothfloops] [0]=0.0; 

I 

c/ 
P set variables back to zero *I 
I/ 
cval.pic=O.O; 
wal.bf[sweep]=O; 
cval.pet=O.O; 
cval.sumpet=O.O; 
cval.sumpic=O.O;, 
cval.petco=O.O; 
cval.pico=O.O; 
vval.hplo[sweep]=O.O; 
vval .hphi [sweep]=O.O; 
tval.timehphi[sweep]=0.0; 
tval.timehplo[sweep]=0.0; 
vval.framehi=O; 
vval.framelo=0; -- cval.avpic=O.O; 

cval.avpet=O.O; 
cval.high=Q; 
cval.low=O; 



/+ Loops for picking out troughs and peaks */ 
/ I  
~ o o P s = ~ ~ ;  
while (loops< 1496) ( 

while(((datasmooth[loops][O] + cotrig)~=datasmooth[loops-1][0]) 

1 
#ifdef DEBUG 
printf('kCo2 peak val : %f",cval.pet); 
#endif 

if ((! (lo~p~=SoO) && (! (loops=l4%)))) ( 
i-+cval.high; 
cval.sumpet =(cval.sumpet + cvdpet); 

I 
/* detect low point */ 

while (((datasmooth[loopsl [Ol - cotrig)<=datasmooth[loops- 11 [O]) 

&%(loops<1496)) ( 
cval.pic = datasmooth[loops][O]; 

++loops; 
1 

rrifdef DEBUG 
printf("\n trough val : %f".cval.pic); 
#endif a 

if ((!(loops=500) && (!(loops= 14%)))) ( 
++cval.low; 

T,- 
cval.sumpic = cval.sumpic + cval.pic; 

-.- -- I 
/ 

) P end of loop for co2 data */ 
f 

/ ' P high pressure data loop */ 

loops=lOo; 
while (((datasmooth[loops][ 11-hptrig) <=datasmooth~oops-l][1]) 



printf("\n\n high pressure trough val : %f".vval.hplo[sweep]); 

wal.framelo = loops; 
1 
if (1oops=14%) { walframelo = 1496;) 

pr intf(Wp frame val : %dn,vval.framelo); 

* /* detect low p i n t  */ 
while (((datasmoothCloopsl [I] + hppktrig) >=datasmooth[loops- 11 [I]) 

&&(100p~<14%)) ( 
wal.hphi[sweep] = datasmooth[loops] [l]; 

++loops; 
- 1' - 

printf("\n\n hp peak val : %f",vval.hphi[sweep]); 

if ((!(loops= 10)) && (!(loops==1496))) ( 
wal.framehi = loops; %) 

1 
printf("\n\n hp value frame number : %dn,vval.framehi); % 

c/ 
P Begin Co2 calculations */ 
I/ 

/* write values to o/p file & screen */ 
/ I  

printf("hbTime PetCo2 Pic02 bf hphi "); 
printf(" timehphi hplo timehplob"); 
printf("%& 6 2 . 2 N  Cj62.2~~ %& %4.lnt\t %& 84. l fh  %d\nW, 
sweep,cval.petco,cval.pico,vval.bf[sweep],vval.hphi[sweep], 
tval.timehphi[s weep],vval.hplo[sweep], 
tval.timehplo[sweep]); 



' A -  -/. & 
/* final calculations for ventilation */ 
1 1  
vval.sumtidvol=0.0; PI 

vval .sumventm=O.O; 
skp=O; 

for (sweep=l; sweep<=minstep; ++sweep) ( 

if (tval.timedif > 0.0) ( 
vval.hpdrp = ((vval.hphi[sweep] - vval.hplo[sweep+l])/tval.timedif); 

/* correct pressure drop using heat effect reg equams */ 

/* calculate vol of air used in rnins from corrected pressure drop */ 

vval.viat = (wal.hpdrop * cval.botvol/l4.70); /* ATPS *I 
vval.ventm = vval.viat * 760.0/(cval.pd + param.ipamb - 47.0)*310.0/ 

(273.0 + parambotemp); 
vval.tidvol = (wal.ventm / wal.bf[sweep]); 
vval.sumtidvo1 = (vval.sumtidvol + vval.tidvo1); 
wal.sumventm = (vval.sumventm + vval.ventm); 

/* send values tq screen and o/p file */ 

printf("%& 463.2flt ' 96 1.2f\n",sweep.vval.ventm,vval.tidvol); 
fprintf(fileo~tpointer,~%d\t 963.2fk %l.2~",sweep,vval.ventrn,vval.tidvol); 
I 

f 
if (wal.hphi[sweep]= 0.0 II tval.timedif c 0.0) ( ++skp; ) 

j P end of for-sweep=l to minstep */ 



P** write these values to bottom of o/p file ****I 

printf(%\n Mean PetcoZ value for test (rnrhHg): %2.2f\nn,cva1.rneanpet); . 

printf(" Mean Pic02 value for tesi (mrnHg): %2.2f\nn,cval.meanpic); 
printf(" Mean Vi for test 1 per min(BTPS): %3.~\n".vval.meanvent); 
printf(" Mean bf for test brthslrhin : %2.1f\nn,vval.rneanbf); 
printf(" Mean Vt for test I(BTPS): %l.2f\nn,vval.meantidvol); - ~. 

fprintf(fileoutpointer,"mean petco2 value for test (mmHg): %2.2h",cval.meanpet); 
fprintf(fileoutpointer,"mean pic02 value for test (mrnHg): %2.2h",cval.meanpic); 
fprintf(fileoutpointer,"mean Vi for test (1 per min) : %3.3f\n",vval.meanvent); 
fprintf(fileoutpointer,"rnean bf for test (brths per min) : % 2 . l h W .  vvtil.mcanbf); 
fprintf(fileoutpointer,"mean Vt for test (litres): %1.2f",vval.meantidvol); 

printf(ln Analysis completed and stored in file: %s",param.fileop); 

1 I* End of program */ 



APPENDIX 4: 

S U W R Y  TABLES SHOWKNG CO, AND YENTILATORY BESPONSES FOR INDIVIDUAL 

SUBJECrS IJNDEB ALL EXPERIMENTAL CONI)Ii?ONS. 

Table 41: Mesa end-tidaIiPCO2 twsiom while completing the performance test battery at 1 
and 6 ATA under the low (non-rebreathing condition), medium and high kvek of hypercapnia. 
Valws are meansr 5 S.EM, (mrnHg). 

1 ATA 6 ATA 

Level of Hypercapnia 

LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW MEDIUM HIGH 

Subject 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
I; 
9 
10 
11 
12 

Mean 29.00 46.83 55.13 29.09 47.92 - 58.62 
SAM. 1.42 0.42 0.54 1.03' 0.33 0.31 



Table 6.2: Mean inspired PCO, tensions while completing the performance test battery at 1 
and 6 ATA under the low (non-rebreathing condition), medium and high levels of bypercapnin. 
V a h x s  are meam f SEM. ImroHg) 

1 ATA 4 ATA 

End-tidal CO, tension (rnmHg) f \ 

J .  

LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW MEDIUM HlGH 
29.0. 46.8' 55.1. ' 29.1' 47.9' 58.6. 

Subject 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
6 
9 
10 
11 
12 

Mean 
S.EM 

' Mean P&02 tensions recorded for the 12 subjects ( c t ,  Table 6.1) 



Table 6.3: Mean inspired minute ventilation response to various levels of hypercapnia at 1 and 
6 ATA of pressure while completing the performace test battery. Values are means k S.E.M. 
(liters/minute BTPS). 

1 ATA 6 ATA 

End-tidal C02 tension (rnmHg) 
- -- 

LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
29.0. 46.8. 55.1' 29.1. 47.9. 58.6. 

Subject 
N urn ber 
1 
2 - 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12  

Mean P&O, tensions recorded for the U subjects' ( c j ,  Table 6.1) 



Table 6.4: Mean breathing f i q w c i e s  in response to various levek of hypercapnia at 1 and 6 
ATA of pressnre while c o m p ~  the performance test battery. Values are means f S.E.M. 
(breatldmin). 

I 

1 ATA 6 ATA 

End-tidal CO, tension (mmHg) 
- - -- 

LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
29.0' 46.8' 55.1' 29.1 ' 47.9' 58.6' 

Subject 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

Mean 
S.E_M. 

Mean P f l :  tensions recorded for the 12 subjects (ct,' Table 6.1) 



Table 6.5: ~ e a d  Wl volume v a l ~  in response to various levek of hypercapnia at 1 and 6 
ATA of pressure whUe complbtiq the performace test battery. Val- are meam + SLM. 
(liters BTPS). 

-1 ATA 4 6 ATA' 
P 

End-tidal C02 tension ( W g )  
- 

LOW MEDrCTM HIGH LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
29.0' 49.8' 55.1' 29.1' 47.9' 58.6' 

Subject 
N urn ber 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 I 

12 

Mean 
S.E.M. 

* M a  PFJCO, tensions recorded for the 12 subjects (cf., Table 6.1) 



FIGURES EOB SffCCESSfVf: PEUClXE TBIAI, SCORES ON THE COCahTITnrE AND 

C. hX?+fBER OF ERRORS 

r " i _ g x  6.1 Man scores for the n m n k  of p r o b k m  correct (Fig, 6.1(A)), thf number of 
problems anempted (Fig. &I@)) and the nnmber of errors (Fig 6.ltC)) on successive practice 
tern of the .Math t as t  Bars represent S W  
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80 
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17 
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B. NUMBER CO- 
17 

1.6 
C. NUMBER-OF ERRORS 

1.4 T T 

BLOCXTLUW P l C T E S T ~  

PRACTICE TRIAL NUMBER 

Figwe 6.3 Mean scores for the number of digit sets attempted (Fig. 63A)), conect (Fi& 
6m)) arrd inconect ( F i i  6 3 0 )  on successive practice tests of the hiumber comparison test. 
Bars rep- SEM. 



PRACTICE TRIAL NUMBER 

C. NUMBER OF ERRORS 
20 I . r 

Figm 6.4 Mean scores kr the pmnber of kws attempted (Fig 6.4(A)), correct ( F i i  6.4(B)) 
md crossed om (Fig. 6 4 0 )  on successive practice tests of the Lemr ancellation 
task. Bars represent SEM. 
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Fipllre 55 Probability of i m m e d b  and delayed r-4 K serial position for combined 
massive block practice trials (A), pre - t s t  ebk (B) abd total pn& triak (C), on .the 
paired association memory r d  task 
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Figure 6.6 M a n  scores for the nurnber/portion of assemblies attempted over successive practice 
trhk on the Purdue pegboard task. Bars represent SEM. 
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APPENDIX 6: 

SUMMABY STA'I'IS~CS FOR PERFORMANCE,SCOES FOLLOWING &WAY ANOVA 

ANALYSIS. 



Table Q.6A: Summary statSstics for the main e&ct of CO, on the cognitive and psychomotor, . 
performme tests (data collapsed across N, levek). 

Performam 
Test SSE MSE _F P 

Q - 
Co~ying Tat  
(No. Attempted) 1727 78.51 13.53 0.0003 *\ 
(Error score) . 149 6.78 0.87 0.4340 NS 
(Correct score) 1807 82.14 14.28 0.0002 0 

Math Test 
(NO. Attempted) r22 5.53 26.08 0.0000 8 

(Error score) 68' 3.11 0.78 0.4741 NS 
(Correct m r e )  213 9.66 20.31 0.0000 0 

NComp Test 
(No. Attempted) 55 2.48 4.39 0.0243 8 

(Error score) 10 0.46 1.30 02935 NS 
, (Correct score) 7 1 3.23 4 . S  0.0160 0 

Stroop Test f 

(No. Attempted) 4838 219.89 14.14 0.0002 0 

(Error score) 320 14.54 0.56 , 0.5826 NS 
(Correct score) 5947 270.30 12.65 0.0004 0 

IR 
(Total score) 100 4.54 4.87 0.0174 L 

24 1.08 0.73 0.4957 NS 
(Recency) 8 0.39 1.55 0.2334 NS 

DR 
(Tbtal score) 110 5.00 ' 3.36 0.0522 NS 
(primacy) 26 1,. 18 0.58 0.5749 NS 
(Recency) 10 0.46 1.55 0.2326 NS 

Purdue Pegboard 
(Prts . assbldhin) 311 14.15 17.14 0.0001 c 

dr = 2, 22 
n - 1 2  . 

~ 4 . 0 5  
Abbreviations: IR = Immediate recall, DR = Delayed remll. Ncomp = Number domparison 
test 
NS = Not significant 
SSE = Sum of Squares for the e m  term 
MSE = Mean square of the error term (within-group variance estimate). 



Table 6.68: Summary statistics for the C0,-N, interaction w cqpitive ad psych'omotw 
p e r f o m  A .  1 

Performance 
Test SSE MSE F P 

Copying Test 
(No. Attempted) I 1819 82.69 0.06 0.9315 NS 
(Error score) 161 7.31 0.29 0.7564 NS 
(Correct score) 2051 93.24 0.11 0.8943 NS 

Math Test 
(No. Attempted) 364 16.53 0.39 0.6839 NS 
(Error score) 68 3.11 0.78 0.4741 NS 
(Correct score) 447 20.33 0.21 0.8141 NS 

NComp Test 
(No. Attempted) 
(Error score) 
(Correct score) 

Stroop Test 
(No. Attempted) 
(Error score) 
(Correct score) 

IR , 

(Total score) 
(-cy) 
(Recency) . 

DR 
(Total score) 
(primacy) 
(Rmncy) 

Purdue Pegboard 
(Prts assbld/rnin) 

df = 2, 22 
n = 12 

p 4 . 0 5  
Abbreviations: IR = Immedirite recall, DR = Delayed recall, Ncomp = Number comparison 
test 
NS = Not significant 
SSE = Sum of Squares for the enor term 
MSE = Mean square of the error term (within-group variance estimate). 



APPENDIX 7: 

SUMMARY TABLES FOR POST HOC MULTIPLE COMPARISON TESTS. 

Title: Copying Test (Attempted Score) 
t 

Level of Marginal Low Medium Hi& 
Hj.percapnia Means C02 CO, C02 

Low C02 88.62 
Medium C02 80.38 

75.46 , - High CO, 
- 

Tukey's critical range = 6.42 
= significant at the 0.05 level. 

Title: Copying Test (Correct Score) / 

Level of Marginal Low Medium High 
H ypercapnia Means c01 c02 COZ 

Low CO? 83.12 - 
Medium C02 74.7 1 
High CO, 6925 il 

--- 

Tukey's critical range = 6.57 
= significant at the 0.05 level. 



Title: Math Test (Attempted Score) 

Level of md 
H ypercapnia Means 

IAw 
co2 

Medium High 
co, CO, 

Low CO, 21.38 1.50 . 4.80. - 
Medium CO, 19.88 - - 3.30. 
High CO, 16.58 - 

Tukey's critical range = 1.70 . 

= significant at the 0.05 level. 

Title: Math Test (Correct Score) ' 

Level of - Mar@ Low Medium High 
H ypercapnia M.eans CO, CO1 CO, 

/-- 
Low Cot 19.21 2.17 5.67. - 

17.04 - 3.50. , 
13.54 - 

Tukey's critical range = 2.25 
= significant at the 0.05 level. 



Title: Number Comparison Test (Attempted Score) 

Level of 
H ypercapnia 

Medium 
a, 

Low co, 
M e d i h  CO, 

, m&CO, 

Tukey's critical range = f .I4 
= significant at the 0.05 level. 

Title: Number Comparison Test (Correct Score) 

Level of Marginal 
Hypermpnia Means 

Medium 
co, 

Low CO, 
MKiilun CO, 
High co, 

Tukey's aittcal range = 1.30 
= significatlt at the 0.05 level. 



TY : Stroop Test (Attempted Score) 

Level of 
H ypercapnia 

Mw@ 
Means 

Low 
co, 

Medium 
co, 

High 
co, 

Low co, 
Medium CO, 
High CO? 

Tukey's critical range = 10.75 
= significant at the 0.05 level. 

Title: Stroop Test (Correct Score) 

. Mar@ 
Means CO: 

Medium 
co; 

High 
co, 

Tukey" criW m e  = 11.91 
= significant at the 0.05 level. 



Level of mm Low Medium Hish 
Hyperapnia . Means . a COI c02 

& CO, 46.29 - 1.91 6.2 1 + 

,Medium CO, 44.38 - 4.30. 
High C02 40.08 - 

Tukey's critical range = 2.73 
= significant at the 0.05 level. 

Title: Immediate R U  (Total Score) 

Level of Marginal Low Medium High 
H ypercapnia Means COi COI CO, 

Low C01 5.79 
Medum COI 4.75 
High CO, 3.88 

Tukey's critical range = 1.54 
= significant at the 0+05 levei. 
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